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INTRODUCTION 
A philosophy of education according to Teilhard de Chard in will 
be a statement of the principlcs of his philosophy 8S they have a bearing 
on the educative proccss. Necessarily, this dissertation will be limited 
in scope to the conclusions de Chardin drew from hie scientific inquiries. 
No attempt will be made to justify or explain, except as it becomes neces-
sary to understand the conclusions, de Chardin's theory of evolution, i.e., 
the physical evolution of the universe and the development of man in his 
present state. 
Granted that de Chardin's investigations as a palaeontologist are 
basically sound, granted that his research in physics and biology 1s trust-
worthy, we may ask what is to be concluded about the vast implications 
contained in his evolutionary emphasis. What are the ultimate reaches of 
his thought as they apply to the future of man? What directions do his 
conclusions give for the preparation of man to recognize his position in 
the evolutionary scheme and to fulfill his role in the process itself? 
In the course of elaborating a philosophy of education as it can 
be deduced from his writings, we will recognize that de Chardin's thought 
will touch upon other schools, either as closely related or quite opposed. 
By comparison and contrast with these other schools of philosophy, classical 
realist, idealist, Marxist, and pragmatist, the thought of de Chard in will 
be brought more sharply into focus. 
I 
His general philosophical or:i.entati.on having been established, 
de Chardin fs convictions on the aims and values of education will be 
explored. Consequent upon the clarification of these values, the next 
logical question would be the inqulry of thf.> curriculum to be designed 
to meet these goals. Of course, this will be largely a matter of pro-
jection, since de Chard in did not concern himself with such specific 
questions. 
Implicit in his philosophy, however, is his intent as to the 
educational methods and processes consistent with his understanding of 
the nature of man. The function of these processes and the relationship 
of the school and society would necessarily be central to his consideratioIl 
of the active role man 1s to play in the continuing process of evolution. 
Lastly, certain reservations will be made as to the acceptance 
of de Chardin's philosophy. His own reservations and the caution which 
he expressed about the acceptance of his own work will be noted. The fact 
that he was reacting to certain exaggerations of emphasis in scholastic 
thought will be taken into consideration in the evaluation of his own 
position which approaches another polarity. With the limitations established, 
the recommendation of serious consideration of de Chardin's philosophy of 
education will be made. 
I BIOGRAPHY OF TEILHARD DE CHARDIN 
Pierre Teilhard de Cbardin, the fourth child of Emmanuel and 
Berthe - Adele Chard1n, was born May 1, 1881, near Orcines, France. He 
received his early education at V1l1efrancbe-sur-Saone and entered the 
Jesuit nOVitiate at Au-en-Provence in March, 1899. He took bis philos-
ophy course on the isle of Jersey from 1902 to 1905. Then followed 
three years of teaching physics and natural history in Cairo, Egypt. 
After three more year. of study in theology. from 1908 until 1911, he 
was ordained on Auguat 24. 
His talents in scientific study already recognized, he was 
assigned to work for a doctorate in natural science in 1914. At this 
time he ~as already convinced of evolution 8S a fact. His life as a 
scholar, however. was interrupt.ed by the war and he had to assume the 
obligation of military service. 
This apparent setback proved providential, however, for the 
years from 1914 to 1919 were filled with experiences of suffering and 
solitude which had a deep maturing effect upon him. In spite of the 
inauspicious environment, he was able during this period to do some 
writing. He corresponded with his provincial, Claude Chanteur, and the 
novice master, Vulliez-Sermet. His extensive correspondence with a 
cousin, and childhood friend, Marguerite Teilhard-Chambon, is the best 
reflection of his mind during these years, 1914-1919. 
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The nature of this correspondence, a very detailed progression 
of his reflections, is apparent from the letters published in The Making 
Ei..! Mind, Letters of.! Soldier Priest, 1914-1919. As an example of the 
profound communication expressed in some of the letters, the following 
excerpt is cited: 
I think that man bas a fundamental obligation to extract from 
himself and from the earth all that it can give; and this obli-
gation is all the more imperative tbat we are absolutely ignorant 
of what limits - they may still be very distant - God has imposed 
on our natural understanding and power. To grow and fulfill one-
self to the utmost - that is the law immanent in being. I do not 
believe that in allowing us glimpses of a more divine life God 
has excused us from pursuing, even on its natural plane, the work 
of creation. l 
Another person of apparently great consequence to Chardin was 
Father Pierre Charles, who served .e both. source of encouragement to 
him and as a listening post who heard his new ideas and became his earliest 
sympathetic listener on a profeesional plane. It was Charles who would 
later spur on the publication of The Divine Milieu and The Phenom~ 
.2!.~. Their association, begun in the novitiate, was interrupted by 
the war, but resumed and flourished for years afterwards. 
For two years after ordination, from 1912 to 1914, Chardin studied 
science in Paris. Here he met the man who was to ahap. his life as a 
scientist, Marcell1n Boule, professor of palaeontology at the Paris 
Museum. This friendship led to another, with Abbe Henri Breull, an 
influantia1 figure in prehistorical studies. 
!Pierre Teilhard de Chardtn. The Making of ~ Mind. (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 126. 
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After the war Chardin returned to school, working for a degree 
at the Sorbonne in natural sciences. He passed his examinations there 
in March, 1920; not with distinction, however. Through his friendship 
with Boule he met Paul Rivet, who was to be a loyal friend for decades. 
He wrote a doctoral thesis on the mammals of the Lower Eocene period 
in France, and this tn.sis he defended auecea.fu1ly in Mareh. 1922. 
Meanwhile he also taught at the lnstitut Catholiq.ue Ul\tl1 1923. 
There were not many students at the time interested in science, however, 
and his influence was not extensive. Perhaps these were the pivotal years 
of his life. Cuenot seams to be of this opinion when he writes: 
It was in the period fr01ll 1912 to 1923 that matter, for 
Teilhard, began Uto take on the tint of life," and that a 
series of basic spiritual diseoveri.s belan to take shape, 
At the same time hia tho\lght un<1erwent fundamental change: 
frOta a 'belief in fixed. speeies he 'bee .. e fully converted. to 
evolut:l.onil1ll. Already durinl his years of theologieal studies 
at Ha.tinas (1909-12) there had grown upon him, in such a 
way aa to color all his thoulhta, hia "conseiousness of the 
radical drift, ontological and total, of the universal."l 
In 1923 Chardin vas sent froa the lnatitut Catholique to join 
Emile tieent, 8.J., and asaiat with excavations in central China. Subsi-
di.ed by the Paris Museum, Charclin arrived in Tientsin on May 23. The 
meeting with thia man of scienee did not lead to a l.sting friendship, 
however, for the two personalities clashed aDd the relationship was 
strained. They reconciled their differences and aanaged to work togeth-
er. but their orientation was quite opposed. 
lClaucle Cuenot, Teilhard ~ Ch.ardin ! Biographical Study, 
(Balttmore: Helicon Presa, 1965), p. 35. 
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Chardin divided his time betwe4n China and France until 1929. 
During these years he severed his relationship with the lnstitut 
Catholique, and he wrote 1h!. Divine Milieu. His plan was to produce 
it in the form of a prayer. During this interval he had won a res,eeted 
position in the field of Chinese geology and became known to the Chinese 
as the "smiling scientist. ti 
By the summer of 1929 he was back in China where in December of 
that year he was instrumental in the discovery of Sinanthropus. One 
of the first to receive word of this by telegram was his old friend, 
Boule. 
In 1930 Chardin visited the United States, and again in 1937, 
lecturing at Columbia University in New York and visiting the Field 
Museum in Chicago. In spite of his deep involvement in China and his 
consuming interest in his work there, he still insisted on traveling 
back and forth between Peking and Paris. In 1937 he probably suffered 
from a form of tuberculosis, though the illnes. which manifested itself 
in an enduring fever was not diagnosed as such. Chest x-rays in 1949 
showed scars of healed lesions. Other boute of illness occurred in 
1947, 1949, and 1951. Chardin onee described his life as an endless 
pilgrtmage. It was punctuated with illness and reversals which brought 
him great suffering. Nine tenths of what he wrote could not be publish-
ed, but he continued to work and to write in the hope that one day in 
a more accepting clime his voice would be heard. 
His life from 1938 until his death in 1955 can be roughly divided 
into three periods which correspond to three nations, China, France, and 
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the United States. Trips to America and France in 1938 were followed 
by his return to Peking in 1939. He was to remain here a virtual 
prisoner until 1946. His unpublished writing was accumulating during 
this period, including The Phenomenon ~ l:!!m. It was during this time 
that he thought out some cardinal principles of his thinking. e.g. 
the fact that complexity engenders consciousness, and that the ultra-
human becomes possible by the progress of reflection. 
Chardin's spirituality deepened to a most mature level during 
these years and he felt a nostalgia for the solitude where he could 
contemplate the mystical implications of his theories, separating the 
technical scientific detail from the substance of his real discoveries. 
He felt that perhaps his mission in life was only to prepare the way~ 
like John the Baptist, for a revelation that is yet to come. He senaed 
that he saw the dawn of a great realization appearing, as it were, over 
the vast oceans, but to a sleeping world there was no cry that could 
rouse them to scan the horizon for themselves and descry the rift of 
light that might explode into daylight. 
In April. 1944, the purification by suffering was intensified 
when ..!h.!. Phep.omeJlQnof Man was poorly received in Rome and permission to 
publish it was denied. For whatever points in it that needed clarifi-
cation, he felt that the work as a unit deserved to be brought before 
the world and receive its own purgation in the arena of intellectual 
debate. 
His own irrepressible optimism, however, brought him through this 
crisis. and he was still able to find enough humor in life to at least 
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smile, if not to laugh~ The opportunity to laugh did present itself one 
night. Listening to the BBC broadcast of the news he heard the hardly 
credible report that England mourned the death of Teilhard de Chardin, who 
was assassinated by brigands in Tibet. 
Back in Paris between 1946 and 1951, Chardin found himself increas-
ingly sought atter. Were he not the deeply spiritual man that he was, he 
might have succumbed to the flattery of being lionized by Parisian society 
and intellectuals. Regular dinners arranged by Paul Rivet at the Museum of 
Man brought Chard in into contact with the right scientists of the liberated 
city after the war. Be was thrilled not at the superficial contacts which 
merely made him popular but at the vitality which he found among scholars 
regrouping themselves, a.s it were. after their long Nazi oppression. 
Obedient to his superiors, be confined his lecturing to th. most 
worthy groups, among them the Jesuit International Colloquim, the Union 
Francaise Universitaire, and the chaplains of the Catholic Action Workers. 
In June, 1947, a myocardial infraetion resulted in hi. being hospitalized 
and hovering at the brink of death for fifteen days. It took the rest 
of the year to recuperate. 
Another blow added to his physical suffering in September of that 
year when he was ordered to write no more philosophy. The move was 
strategically designed to protect him. since it was feared that Chard in 
might be included in a list of religious whose writings were to be added 
to the Index. Chard in was unaware of this benevolent side of the picture, 
however. It was a favorable wind at last that brought a defense of 
Chard in from influential voices, such as that of Bruno de Solages who 
wrote in his eulogy of Tei1hard: 
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Biological evolution was mechanistic and materialistic. 
It i8 the deep Christian significance of this great scien-
tist's work - of world-wide fame - of this powerful thinker, 
of this enchanting writer, and, I add - for he would not use 
private papers in a public controversy - of this "gentleman,n 
Teilhard de Chardin, to have succeeded in showing, more than 
any other man, that evolution itself can only be fina1istic, 
that it is advancing towards the spirit, that it can be 
explained only by the spirit, and that it postulates at the 
beginning because it postulates at the end, a transcendent 
God. Pere Tei1hard is not a professional theologian and we 
must not ask him for a solution, on his own and immediately, 
for all the theological problems. l 
Another disapPointment to him about this time was the refusal by 
the Society of Jesus to let him accept the teaching position at the College 
of Franee which would have allowed him to lscture for two years. This 
was compensated partially. however. by his winning approval of Le milieu 
divino It was examined officially at Louvain, and not only permitted to 
be printed. but it was urged to have an early printing. 1!. phenomene 
humain, on the other hand, would not se. publication until after his death. 
In 1950 he was elected to the Institut de France, mineralogical 
section. The honor conferred on him, and the round of receptions it 
occaSioned, meant little to Chard in in themselves, but the distinction 
could not but help him in his work by lending more authority to his future 
writi~s and gaining more respect for what he had already done. For 
this obedient 80n of the Society of Jesus, it a180 brought renown to his 
order. 
1ttPour 1 'bonneur de 1e. tbeoloaie. fI B.'I.:l11etin de ,litterature 
.eele.ia.tigue, No.2 (April - June), 1941, p. 81-82, quoted in Teilhard 
~ Chardin A Biographical Study, (Baltimore: Helicon Press, 1965). p. 261. 
... v 
He was invited to address other Jesuit houses in France and Belgium. 
In London he was elected to the Linnean Society. and in Paris he was 
given the Prix Gaundry award. He was not only seen but listened to at 
learned society meetings such as the International Palaeontological and 
Genetic Conference in Paris, the Faculty of Sciences, the Institute of 
Human Palaeontology. South Africa attracted him as a future field of 
research, but it was the United States which offered an invitation to 
work at the American Museum. 
In February, 1947, he was to begin a period of happy association 
with the Wenner Gren Foundation. which would encourage him and finance him 
in much of his work. He f ·ound the United States difficult to understand 
in the post-war period, especially the political scene, which he thought 
to be Ithysterically anti-Communist. if Hia concentration turned here from 
the history of man to his future, and be belen to focus his attention 
on his mission to make the world understand the implications of the ever-
growing, ever-progressing cosmos. 
Return trips to France were regular so that he managed to keep his 
intellectual contacts alive and to feel the pulee of scientific inquiry on 
both sidea of the Atlantic. He reached South Africa in 1951, and his 
study now moved in the direction of anthropology. He wrote several 
articles in this field for the Revue des questions scientifigues, and 
prepared himself to return to lecture in this area in the United States. 
Chardin was pressured at times by his friends to leave the Jesuits 
in the bope of acquiring greater freedom as a secular priest to write 
under less structured censorsbip. He resisted this persuasion on the grounds 
J..J.. 
that he had long since found the milieu in which Providence had clearly wanted 
him. In that environment he intended to stay until death, not always under-
standing its limiting him but always submissive to its directives. For 
him the Society of Jesus was the divine milieu. 
Apparently he enjoyed the evening years of his life in the United 
States. He found the American Jesuits a hospitable group, and he passed 
the years at Loyola House in a warmly familial atmosphere. His fame 
assured him of a warm welcome where ever he went, but his simplicity and 
basic goodness were what held him in continued esteem. In new York 
he spent much time at the American Muaeum of Natural History. where he 
did a good deal of research. He enjoyed the intellectual life of the 
city and the contacts with friends from abroad who came to New York in 
connection with the United Nations. 
When he was seventy years old he still had the enthusiasm for his 
work which had characterized his whole life. He said, "1 don't know 
where all this will lead me •••• But I know one thing perfectly well: 
it is that henceforth abs.olutel! noth.!:e& save sickness or death, of course, 
will be able to stop me."l Death was actually only four years off, but 
he was able to work until the end. A trip to Africa was still in the offing. 
Chardin continued to amass evidence for hie anthropological studies 
as though he had a hundred years to live. His energy prompted him to stop 
off in South America on his way back to the United States from Afri.ca in 
1953. His purpose was to verify some ideas he bad on the genesis of 
continents. 
lelaude Cuenot, Teilhard de Chardin A Biographical Study, 
(Baltimore: Helicon Press, 1965),p. 325. 
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In 1954 he returned to France to promote a study of what he called 
anthropo-dynamics, or anthropogenesis. He helped to plan for a congress 
to discuss integration 1n physics, biology, and sociology, but he could 
not attend when it was realized in March, 1955. 
Fittingly enouah. his last months were spent in refining his ideas 
on Christo1olY. On Easter Sunday. April 10, 19S5, he was called in death 
quite suddenly. A hUrt attack felled him and he lived only a few moments. 
A simple funeral Mass, characteristic of obsequies in the Society of 
Jesus, was attended by only a dozen people. and two Je.uits accompanied 
the body to its burial at the cemetery at St. Andrew's on the Hudson. 
The city of New York was unaware that a great thinker of the 
twentieth century bad passed from their midst. 
II SUMMARY OF DE CBABDIN'S CONCEPT OF EVOLUTION 
De Chard in was convinced that the fact of evolution was some-
thing whieh by far the majority of scientists embraced, and that to 
deny the validity of the concept was to reject the conclusions of the 
majority of tbe world's reputable scientists. As a palaeontologist he 
found tb. evidence of evolution overwbelminl. As a philosopher he realized 
that the evidence also led not to a materialistic but to a spiritualistic 
interpretation of evolution. Tbe world, he was convinced, did not develop 
by chance, and the evolutionary process is continuing at this moment under 
a personal guidance and attraction. 
Unlike the evolutionists whose conclusions were reached largely 
as a result of their investigations in comparative anatomy. de Chardin 
entered the field of exploration aa a geologist and a palaeontologist. It 
was the study of fossilized Tamains fTOl1l various geological periods which 
gave Teilhard the greatest evidence for the fact of evolution. Once his 
investigations as a scieutiet were completed, he was confident enough to 
assert: 
It is clear in the first place that the world in its present 
state is the outcome of movement • • • everything is the sum 
of the past and nothing 18 comprehensible except through 
its history. 'Nature' is the equivalent of 'becoming', selt-
creation: this i8 the view to which experience irresistibly 
leads us. What can it mean except that the Universe must, at 
least at some st.age, have been in movement; that it has been 
malleable, acquiring by degrees, not only in their accidental 
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details but in their very essence the perfections which now 
adorn it? There is nothing, not even the human soul, the 
highest spiritual manifestation we know of. that does not 
come within this universal law •••• Those who look reality 
in the face cannot fail to perceive this progressive genesis 
of the universe. and with a clarity which leaves no room for 
doubt. Whatever the other side may say • • • the Cosmos did 
once move, the whole of it, not only locally but in its very 
being. This is undeniable and we shall not discuss it further. 
But is it still moving? Here we have the real question, the 
living, burning question of evolution. l 
This is the point of departure. If evolution is a continuing 
process. what is Us present state? What is man's part in it. Bow is 
he to shape it? Bow will he be shaped PJ[ it? For de Chardin it was much 
easier to prove the plasticity of nature in the past than to prove the 
rigidity of the present. For him there were three possible choices. 
The first, that we are in a total process of evolution. The second, that 
we are in a state of complete fixity. The third, that everything was at 
one time fluid but now is forever fixed. Rejecting the second two possi-
bilitie8 as untenable, he observes that II ••• 'evolving life'. from the end 
of the Tertiary Period, has been confined to the little group of higher 
primates. "2 
This leads to the conjecture that continuing evolution is probably 
confined to, and even concentrated upon, the human soul. The dangers 
inherent in such a position vlere not unperceived by de Chardin. 
The question of whether the Universe is still developing then 
becomes a matter of deciding whether the human spirit is still 
in process of evolution. To this I reply unhesitatingly, 
"Yes, it is." The nature of man is in the full flood of enttta-
tlve change. • • • We shall then Bee that a vast evolutionary 
lPierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Future of Man, (New York: 
Harper and ROW, 1964), p. 13. 
2 Ibid., p. 15. 
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process is in cesseless operation around us, but that it i$ 
situated within the sphere ~ consciousness (and collective 
consciousness).l 
Teilhard was aware of the possibilities for error and misunder-
standing implicit in such a statement. He was careful, however, to 
point out that, organically speaking, the faculties of our remote 
forbears were the equal of our own. Our superiority, he felt, lay in 
our ability, continually growing, to situate ourselves in space and 
time. This idea is essential to his understanding of the role of man , 
to perceive our relationship of the parts to the whole. to participate 
intelligently in the ongoing development of the Universe. In this, he 
felt, was man's true growth as an individual to be realized , that he 
recognize his physical relationship with all parts of the universe and 
thereby enlarge his own personality. Man today is capable of imagining the 
repercussions of his actions through centuries and upon countless human 
beings. Into the hands of humanity as a whole will ultimately be 
placed the choice between arrogant autonomy and loving axcentration, 
between revolt or adoration of a world. It was Teilhard'. conviction 
that nThe true evolution of the world takes place in the 80uls of men and 
in their mutual union. Its inmost agents are not mechanistic but psycho-
logical and moral • • • • To the extent that mankind becomes capable of 
uniting thought and love will it become responsible for the inconceivable 
growth of the universe and its development. The cosmogenesis, or physical 
development of the universe, reaches up to, and is perfected by , the next 
~ierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Future ~~, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1964), p. 15. 
2Christopher F. Mooney, Te1lha~~~ Chardin ~!h! Mystery 
of Christ, (New York: Harper and Row, 1966), p. 42. 
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step in the evolutionary process, noogenesis. Noogenesis is not to be 
conceived of as a continuity of the biological phenomenon, but its 
culmination. Noogenesis starts off on another plane. Its concern will 
be "spiritual and social, that is to say, it will concern itself with 
the development of individuals as persons and with society on the level 
of interpersonal relationships."l This leads into a key concept in the 
Chard in System, the process of the "collective cerebralization", a goal 
as gradually arrived at through the law of complexity-consciousness as 
the coming of thought. 
The concept of collective cerebralization is not 80 unreal as 
would seem at first thought. Chard in sees in the physical universe, in 
the shape of the earth and the passing of mants history thus far, the 
understandable development that the human race spread ttself out geo-
graphically, slowly covering more and more of the inhabitable earth. 
Socialization would not be intensified since there was no geographical 
pressure to bind maa. back ia. upon himself. With the numerical and 
geographical intensification which followed, however, especially in 
recent times, men bave found themselves sbaring one 8a.other'. thoughts 
to a marked degree and creating an impact oa. society by the radius of 
their individual influence. The tendea.cy toward greater interpersonal 
communication has been almost inevitable, and with it has developed, 
through the law of complexity consciousness. a more complex exterior 
organization of society. The tangential energy resultant from this 
closer contact on the surface of human behavior has also produced a 
lChristopher F. Mooney, Teilhard de Chard in and the Mystery 
of Christ, (New York: Harper and Row, 1966), p. 43. 
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certain degree of radial energy commensurate with the depth of the 
shared human experience. This intensification of the psychic temperature 
of the noosphere has formed the beginning of the second phase of 
noogenesis, the phase of contraction. The ultimate point, or pole of 
this contraction, is hypothesized by Chard in to be "Omega." 
All our difficulties and repulsions a8 regards the opposition between the All and the Person would be dissipated if only 
we understood that, by structure, the noosphere (and more generally the world) represent a world that is not only 
closed but also centereq. Because it contains and engenders 
consciousness, space-time is necessarily of a convergent 
nature. Accordingly its enormous layers, followed in the 
right direction, must somewhere ahead become involuted to 
a point which we call Omega, which fuses and consumes them integrally in itse1f. l 
The word "hypothesized" is deliberately chosen because Tei1hard 
is here glancing backward at the evolutionary period which he has 
recognized as operative to the present, and he begins to deduce the 
pattern of the future. It existence continues at all, he argues, it 
should take this pattern, that the intensification of radial energy 
will produce a greater unity from a greater complexity. It is precisely 
this unity, however, which can strike terror into the heart of man as 
he realizes that the ultimate development of evolution is something on 
a grander scale than man himself. To ponder the qualities of this Omega 
is to give man pause. 
Even the most materialistic and agnostic of humanitarians will 
admit that evolution is an Ascent towards consciousness. It follows 
then that the culmination will be in 80me sort of supreme consciousness. 
~ei1hard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of Man, (New York: Harper and Row, 1965), p. 259. 
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The spectre of this collective, this universal being, however, raises 
doubts as to the fate of the person, the individual. Teilhard'. 
response to this fear can best be summed up in his words: 
• • • The more immense this sphere, the richer and deeper 
and hence the more conscious is the point at which the 
'volume of being' that it embraces is concentrated; because 
the mind, seen from our side is essentially the power of 
synthesis and organisation. 
Seen from this point of view, tbe universe, without 
losing any of its immensity and thus without suffering 
any anthropomorphism, begins to take sbape: since to 
think it, undergo it and make it act, it is beyond our 
souls that we must look, not the other way round ••• '. 
,'ar from being mutually exclusive, the Universal and 
the Peraonal ••• grow in the same direction and culm:f.nate 
simultaneously in each other. 
It is therefore 8 mistake to look for the extension 
of our being or of the noosphere in the Impersonal. The 
Future-Universal could not be anythirg else but the 
Hyper-Personal - at the Omega Point. 
As a matter of fact, the individual is more threatened with 
extinction as he becomes more isolate rather than more joined in union 
with others. Union differentiates as the component members in the 
organized whole find their roles and perfect themselves in the fulfill-
ment of their function. It is de Chardin'. contention that II ••• 
following the orbits of their centres, the grains of consciousness do not 
tend to lose their outlines and blend, but, on the contrary, to accentu-
ate the depth and incommunicability of their esos. The more 'other' they 
find themselves in conjunction, the more they find themselves as 'self.' ,,2 
There are two principles at work, therefore, to protect the individuality 
IPierre Teilhard de Chardin, Th~. Phenomenon of ~t (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 259 
2 Ibid., p. 262. 
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of the person in the evolution toward Omega. The one is the immiscibility 
of consciousness, in which the ability of reflection and identification 
of the self as the knowing knower is precisely the distinguishing 
characteristic of the person. The other principle is the natural mechanism 
of all unification. To represent Omega as born of a fusion of elements 
which it collects, or as annihilating them in itself would be to deny 
to it its most justifying quality. "Omega can only be ..! distinct Centre 
radiating ~ the .£2!!. of .!. syst8lll of centres; a grouping in which personal-
isation of the All and personalisations of the elements reach their 
maximum, simultaneously and without merging, under the influence of a 
supremely autonomous focus of union."l 
Rightly Chard in warns about the confusion of personality and 
individuality. A person feeling his uniqueness, his incommunicability, 
and his exclusiveness, tends to feel that his greatest defense of his 
individuality is to separate himself a8 much as possible from others. 
But in such attempted sequestering, the person tends to regress, to run 
counter to the evolutionary thrust, to splinter the force of unification 
and to heighten the trend to plurality. 
In fact, it diminishes and loses itself. To be fully 
ourselves it is in the opposite direction, in the direction 
of convergence with all the rest. that we must advance -
towards the 'other'. The peak of ourselves, the acme of 
our originality, is not in our individuality but in our 
person; and according to the evolutionary structure of the 
world, we can only find our person by uniting together. 
There is no mind without synthesis •••• The true ego 
grows in inverse proportion to 'egoism'. Like the Omega 
which attracts it. 
1 Pierre Tei1hard de Chardin, 1!!!. Phenomenon of Man, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965). p. 262. 
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the elerent only becomes personal when it universalizes 
itself. 
What kind of union is Chardin talking about here? If it is to 
be a meaningful union, if it is to shape the individual as well as his 
universe, if it is to achieve a synthesis of centres, it is not tangent-
ia11y, but centre to centre, that persons must contact. If the course 
of evolution is really to be directed by man's help, if he is to take 
a position in it of leadership within the noosphere, then man must learn 
to recognize, control, and develop those energies which are of an 
"intercentr1c" nature. 
This natural dynamism which will have any evolutionary signifi-
cance 18, of course, love, an affinity of being with being. Not only 
inte111gence, but also affection, has had its evolutionary development, 
to the extent that all organized matter exhibits it as a general property 
of life. "If there were no real propensity to unite, even at a prodi-
gious1y rudimentary level - indeed in the molecule itself - it would 
be physically impossible for love to appear higher up, with us, in 
'hamini.ed' form. tt2 Thie rudimentary love which has had its effect in 
cosmogenesis and fashioned the earth thus evolved, serves as the key to 
our unlocking the secret of yet untapped cosmic energy. If we are truly 
to pierce to the within of things, we must go down into the internal or 
1 Pierre Tei1hard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of Man, (New York: 
- . --Harper and Row, 1965), p. 263. 
2 Ibid., p. 264. 
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radial zone of spiritual attraction. "Love alone is capable of uniting 
living beings in such a way as to complete and fulfill them, for it 
alone 1 takes them and joins them by what is deepest in themselves." 
It remains for the human race to achieve on a large, even universal, 
scale what is daily achieved by individuals. Though it should take 
millions of years, and perhaps great crises, to prove its inevitability, 
no other goal is possible, or even realistic. "A universal love is not 
only psychologically possible; it is the only complete and final way in 
which we are able to love.,,2 
Until man finds that the unifying object of his love is more than 
a totalitarianism which swallows up his person, more than a philanthropic 
system which loses itself in anonymity, there is no possibility that he 
will mount to the level demanded by an evolving noo.phere. But if the 
universe is capped by the attraction of a person, the intensified pressure 
of an infolding world will cause to break forth the uncalculated energies 
of attraction. For Chard in it was only necessary that science should be 
pushed to its furthest limits, and that mankind submit to the attraction 
of the existent reality, center of our centers, Omega. 
It is mankind as a whole, collective humanity, which is 
called upon to perform the definitive act whereby the total 
force of terrestrial evolution will be released and · flour-
ish; an act in which the full consciousness of each indi-
vidual man will be sustained by that of every other man, 
not only the living but the dead. 3 
IPierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of Man, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 265. 
2Ibid ., p. 267. 
3Teilhard de Chardiu. The Future of Man, (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1964), p. 21. 
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The place of human freedom in the cause of evolution 18 paramount, 
for it is not only in man that the movement of evolution is now carried 
on, but !>.y man. The progress of life is now no longer blind, but it 
is the self directed thrust of intelligence. Thie very self direction, 
however, is free. Evolution can be fulfilled or thwarted, depending upon 
the response of knowing man. Man, in a way, holds in his hands his 
own destiny. Evolution will not proceed apace without him. 
If progress is a myth, that is to say. if faced 
by the work involved we can say: "What's the good of 
it al11" our efforts will flag. With that the whole 
of evolution will come to a halt - because we are evolution. l 
This is the awful dignity and responsibility of man, that the 
universe pursued its aim through the genesis of complexity - conscious-
ness which terminated in thinking being. Now the whole profound process, 
begun without man's consent or awareness, lies dependent for its being 
upon his consent. Through him evolution crossed the threshold of 
reflection and entered the mysterious realm of person. 
Without this freedom, however, man would not be man. In his 
quest for social unification he must remain free. Otherwise, the 
direction of evolution would be doomed to the same fate as every other 
gigantic effort to unite mankind by stifling the human person in the 
totalitarian grip of a dominating structure, whether it be Communism, 
Nazism or Fascism. These socializations failed beeause they destroyed the 
men whom they proposed to exalt. The force of freedom, the only possible 
energy to sustain the effort at unity itself, cannot be destroyed in the 
shaping of the aggregate or the very strueture will be the victim of suicide. 
~ierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of!1!!!., (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 232. 
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"A single freedom, taken in isolation, is weak and uncertain and may easily 
lose itself in mere groping. But a totality of freedom, freely operating, 
will always end by finding its road. til 
The terminus of this road is all important. Before proceeding 
further and eonsidering specific aspects of de Chardin'. philosophy, it is 
imperative that we clarify the nature of the Omega. Men will never pay the 
price of straining to the point of Omega if there is any chance that it be 
only a mira~e, evaporating as they approach it. It must be less a goal than 
an attracting force. It must, in short» be greater and stronger than man. 
It must attract him, even nourish him in his ascendency. In no sense can 
Omega be the end product of natural evolution. 
To satisfy the ultimate requirements of our action, Omega 
must be independent of the collapse of the forces with 
which evolution is woven. • • • While being the last term 
of its series, it 18 also outside all !...O.ries. Not only 
does it crown. but it closes. • • • If by its very nature 
it did not escape from the time !nd space which it gathers 
together, it would Dot be Omega. 
So we have in broadest aspect the main points of Teilhard's philos-
ophy 8S it has 8 bearing on education. It remains to focus more sharply 
on the consequences for a philosophy of education, especially to observe the 
implications to be drawn from his concept on the nature of man. 
In the third chapter, we shall look at those aapects of man's nature 
not hitherto empl~8ized in scholastic philosophy, always aware of the 
implications of the formulation of a philosophy of education. 
~1erre Tellhard de Chardin, The Future of~, (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1964), p. 183 
2.Pierre Te11hard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of~, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 270-·271. 
III THE CULMINATION OF EVOLUTION ON THE SOCIAL PLANE 
Perhaps the key concept to the theory of personality which de Chard in 
adopts i8 contained in the following quotation: 
The social phenomenon is the crlminatlon and not the attenuation 
of the biological phenomenon. 
Since the biological phenomenon is completed, it follow. that the continuing 
proce.s of evolution must henceforth be on the social and spiritual plane. 
"Nco,eneais" will, in other words, bea development of 1ndiv1duals .s persons 
aad of soeiety on the level of interpersonal relationship.. We read in The 
Phenomenon .!! !!!n: 
By tbeir very nature and at every level of coaplexity. the elements 
of the world are able to influence and mutually to penetrate each 
other by their within, so as to combine their 'radial energie.' in 
t bundles.' While no more than eonj ecturahle in atoms and molecules, 
tbis p.ychic 1mp.etrability Brows and become. directly perceptible 
in the cas. of oraaniaad beings. Finally in man, in whom the effects 
of consc:touanes. attain the present maximUll found in nature, it 
reaches a high deare. everywhere. It is written allover the social 
phencaenon and ia, of cours., felt by us direetly. But at the same time, 
in this case also, it operates only in virtue of the 'tangential energies' 
of arrana_ent and thus uMer certain eonditions of .patial juxtaposition. 2 
De Chard in aphasiaes that the great advance whieb human nature bas yet to make 
is in the area of mutual penetrability of the t1Within" of persons, or the 
combination of their "radial energiea" which will be the effect of these unions. 
It se._ that this is where w. stand in the course of history. Up until 
modern ttm •• th. spread of the human race over the earth has bad no obstacle. 
Nothing arr.sted its dispersion into all area.. Now t however, mankind feels 
itself compressed upon it.elf, not only by r •• son of it. constant 
lPierre Tei1hard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of Man (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 223. 
2Ibid., p. 239. 
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increase of numbers but also by the continued increase of ita area of activity. 
Through the shattering developments in transportation and electronic communi-
cation, man finds himself subjected to an in.tense pressure of tangential 
relationships. Th1a is a revers.lot a trend of about thirty thousaDd years 
duration during which the process of sociali.ation was slow because of a lack 
of pr.ssure. Were this trend to have ,one OR over an unlimited surface of an 
earth, there would have developed no relationship between tangential and radial 
enerty such aa we have it now. 
As a matter of tact, the continuing trend of men to live in pbysical 
and phych1c pro_i8ity has re.ulted in a area tel' personal interioriaation 
and a areater interpersonal coaunion. The tudney has been inevitable for 
man to experience an intensification of radtal enera, reeulting frOlll hie 
approaching hi. fellow.an on a more inti_te level of "within." The p&ychic 
temperature of the noo.phere haaconasqueatly been hei,hteDed, and we are 
uum1stakably experieneina the .econd pba.e of noogenesl., the phase of 
contracti011. 
As we nter this pha.e of eontractlon, we can predict a certain 
development. The pole of converance towerds which we are tending would 
represent the perfection of all the personal alements of the world precisely 
in so far .a they are persona. In this "harraoni.ed collect.ivity" J however, 
there 1. no cruahiug of the human per.ouallty but rather the flowerins of it. 
It will be p~ee1sely i1l thla drawin, toaether of persons that each person 
wl11 fiad bimaelf more a pereon. 
It aeema to Chard in that tbe area teat tragedie. of history have 
sriBen bec.au.e tbe world baenaclected thoa. forcGs of fraedom which lie 
deepest in the human peraon, thoee forces of love which constitute the only 
energy capable of achieving man'. destiny. History has proved-many times 
over the fa:Uure of concerted effort by man based upon fear or coercion. 
The only productive Illotiv. has been love. It remains, therefore, for 
the leaders of the human race to guide man to greater recognition of his 
capacity to love. ~~n must approach his goal in the nooaphere freely, or 
he will not approach it at all. And he must approach it in love, or he 
will not reach it at all. lIe muat become capable of embracing the whole 
universe uutil he haa achieved what Cbardin calla an "amorization. II This 
term i8 u.ed to di8tinsuiah tbe pha8e of 'lPlanetization". which is the 
reault of the intensification of the nooapb4re'a psychie temperature 
caused by manta tighter contrllctiO'ftaround the face of the eartb. 
Such a vaat d_nd might be llt)t with tamediate rejection as being 
far beyond the capability of un. Chardln feela, however. that the craving 
for such universal love 1, d.eply 1Iabedded in man's soul and, therefore, 
there lIluat be S01lle reapollse to this desire. 
TO" that 1 would anewer that 1£. .s you claim. • univer.al love 
is impo •• ible, how can we account for that irresistible inatinct 
in our hearts which leads us toWarde unity;vbeDever and. in whatever 
direction our p ••• lona are 8tirred? A .enee of the univer.e, a 
aen8e of tbe !ll. the nos talS 1a which .e1a.a 08 when confront-
ed vith nature, beauty. 1IWI1c, - the.e .... to be an expectation 
and awareneae of a Great Presence. The ·.yst1c.' and their 
cOll1lentators apa.rt. how bas p.ycholo,,. been able .0 constatently 
to lpore this fundamental vibration whose rins can be heard 
by every practised ear at the baais t or rather at the aummit 
of avery l'feat 8IDOti.on1 Resonance to the All ... the keynote of 
pure poetry and pure reli8ioo. ODee ela1n: what doe. thia 
phenomenon. which 18 born with thought and grow. with it, 
r .... eal if not a de., accord between two realit1.e. whicb •• ek 
each other; the • ."ered particle which lr_bl •• at the 
approach of 'the reat,?l 
l,ierr. Teilhard d. Chardln, The Phenomenon of !flAn. (New York: 
Harper aDd Row, 1965). p. 266. 
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Cnarain though~ that limiting man's love to the obvious natural 
forma of love for hi. wif., his children, his friends. his country, 
va. to omit the most fundameutal form of passion. This was the cosmic 
sen •• wbich i. developing under the pressure of an involuted universe. 
"A uni.versal love 1. 110t only psychologically possible ; it is the only 
complete and fiDal way in whicb we are able tQ love. ,11 
The .ppetite for human totaliaation can be diverted into harmful 
ehannel. in which the pressure of external forees tries to sub.titute for 
the internal force. of harmoniaation. Such a union produces only d1acordant 
ten.ion Which carrie. within it its own prineiple ot disintegration. What 
has become apparent i. that man cannot eon.ider a. his beat environment a 
world tn which he has meximua independence. Rather be must learn that his 
welfare a8 an individual in society is best .erved by hi. bec01Iling aware 
of the conditions umier which the totali.ation on a rational level is 
po •• ible. A. totaU.aation which can be brouaht about with anything les8 
than tbe enhancina of the incOllllU1licable tinaular1ty of ... ch individual 
i. Qat the true dHtiny of man. The emphasia of the fathers of daocracy 
upon the rights of the isolated individual wa. a great contribution in it. 
e:f.me. and .eemed to be ultiNce. It waa only a proares8ion J however t and 
it r.a1ned to the ,r •• ent to real1.e that the aim must nov be not only the 
individual pursuit of happiness (pertection) but the intearation of that 
perfection within the uaifi.d. group in which the human race sust ultimately 
teminate. Coate.ive1Yt the two prosre •• ion8 mU8t advance, the peraona1-
isation of the ilWlividual aDd the collectivieation of mankind. 
1 Pierre Teilhard de Cbardln. Tl;e ~benomenon of Man, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 267. 
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The mutual interdeperuience of the two processes is such that 
the iruiividual, faUing to achieve hla own perfection. faUs alao in 
hil contribution to the collective organisation of society. The two 
currenta are therefore arrested, both the individual, in perhaps a total 
SDd irrevocable way, and the cosmic, in a partial and remediable way. Like-
wiae, soeiety in ita own intare.t of full development lDWIt be of 8uch a 
construct that it tend. to provide the moat advantageous environment for the 
full development of what is IDOst personal to its membara. Limitationa imposed 
upon an element within the society are justifiable only to the extent that 
they ara neces.ary for the functioninl of the society and are Dot destructive 
of the basic freedom of the individual to reali.e himaelf. In other words j 
tbe development of both society and the individual are best assured by internal 
pereussion ot ita members rather than by external coercion. 
M we 'know very well in ourselva •• and as evaTY leader of 
.en haa discovered. humaa cre.tive enerlY t according 
to the degrea of temperature aenerated within it (on a 
acal., that 1. to aay. between enthusian and revulsion) 
can in a utter of instanta 1 •• p 'any diatanca abort of 
infinity. ,1 
Thia ia the result of biological evolution becOIlina active in the purauit 
of ita end. While tbb priaci.,l. lenda INcb r ... on tor entbusiasm, it also 
bas a conver.e conclusion t that 1'1&11 can lose altogether this impulse tor 
increasing growth in complexity and conselousn.aa. Contrary to the opinion 
of the uted.al1ats, we see that the path of evolution ia coatingent upon 
man'a reaction. The upward current of hia drive for both personaliaation aad 
collectiviaation must be nurtured if the universe ia to have any furtber 
growth at all. 
1 Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, The !utUl"e of Man. (New York~ Harper 
and Row, 1964). p. 205. 
It is preciflely because man t s participatio'n in the evolutionary 
process is rational that it is subject to his evaluation and continued cooper-
ation or rejection. Unless man sufficiently prizes the outcome, he will not 
enter into the battle. If the path of the ul.'1iverse is to have any design at 
all which rational man must freely discover and follow, than there must be 
sollte psychic necessity which will guarantee that it cannot be otherwise. 
Chard in feels that this psychic necessity springs fr.om two principles. The 
first is irreversibility, or immortality. Since there can be no point in living 
with one's gaze set upon the dissoluble future. man will either recognize the 
irrever8ibility of consciousness or, that failing, destroy himself in the 
futility of a noosphere reducible to zero. Furthermore, this immortality, 
once realized and accepted, must apply to what is most prized and incommuni-
cable in our con8ciousness. The whole trend, therefore, of rationally directed 
evolution i8 towards ultra-personalisation. both by reason of the developmental 
process within the coamic elements cooperating with it and by reason of the 
Personal goal which is its end. 
The only sure and stimulating path toward evolutionary growth, then, 
is contained in an irreversible rise toward the personal. Unless these two 
characteristics are realized, man will Simply not move in the universal 
growth which apparently is designed. 
To fulfill these qualifications of immortality and personalisation, 
the impelling force engendering psychic necessity must be supremely activating. 
It is here that Chard in is careful not to anticipate a theological conclusion. 
He merely speculates on the possibility that the history of lUan so far, 
the rivalry of many mystici8lUs und creeds striving to attain mastery of the 
earth represents the searching of man for an understanding of the world in 
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which it will feel itself more sensitized, more free and active. The faith 
which eventually triumphs in fulfilling this description will, therefore, 
be the one which prove. itaelf moat competent to attract and austain in 
inspiration the generallity of mankind in search of Personalisation. 
Chardin atat •• the hypothe.ia that it is Christianity which lead. ''with 
its extraordinary po'.r of immortalising and peraonalising in Chriat~ 
to the extent of making it lovable, the time-space totality of Evolution. ltl 
It becomes clear, then, that the complexification of matter, 
culminated now in the social orsaniem which ia man, ia incapable of advanc-
ina further unle •• directed by human intelligence. The human mind mu.t 
not only oraaniae and direct, but with ita effective powers it must create 
the tansion which will expre •• it.elf in radial .ersy, in life giving 
impetus. Consciou.nes. bas now become a spiritual principle, a factor 
in evolutionary arovth l1Dked with complexity a. a aotiva center. In 
th18 new era of hom1.nised evolution, a unifying link of matter and COD80ioU8-
nu. operat •• a. in one proc •••• 
Thus is d •• troyed the incarcaratins circuaacription of the phenomenalism 
which threw up a wall of blindne.. before the limited hort.on of the observable 
envelope of the physically discernibl.. lIuman evolution doe. not ~J! facto 
obs.rve what lie. behind the trans-phenomenal .one, but it doe. penetrate 
to the extent that it knows 80methina lies beyond. To know that there 
!! a beyond. to bow that there is an area into which we are moving; is 
to be freed of the prison of phenomenalia. The wore. iaolation, 
moreover. 18 a180 dissolved, tbe restriction of egocentri81ll, which prevents 
!Pierre Teilhard de Chard1n. The Future of .Man, (New York: lIarper 
and Row, 1964), p. 208-209. 
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the sharing of the mental outlook of fellow men .a though the universe 
were composed of many fragmentary unive1:s.a repelling each other. Tbis 
isolation must crumble. for in ita present condition unkind i. allowing 
this el .... tal sepa1:atism to foster harmful effect., multiple in their 
coMequeues, ereating static in tbe on,olna totallsatlon. W. ae. thl. 
dtvlaioD in utiouli_ and in race. in the conflict of eccmomle laws 
abandoned to their bllnd diseuraiven... without humane dir.ctioD, in 
cias. di.tlutions. in the evitabla tbesu and antitheses operatin. 
beyoacl the scope of human eont1:01. And yet ln the very m:1aery of thb 
opposition is hom the r ... on for hop ... 
ror if it .... true that the tida of avolutioruary totali •• tlon 
.. e.,ina WJ .101ll requre.. for its v1abtU.ty. not oul,. that 
we _at prolr.s. towarda acme fona of irr .. er.tble unitY:t but 
al.o that this proar ... muat be in the personal epbere. i. not 
thi. a pO.81tlv8 r •• s011 for balievilll thatllOoner 01' later 
.-.thiDIllWtt happ. in t.he world whereby cartain ba.ic 
ConCUti01l8 of the buaum pb~ will underlo IlOdiflcati·on? 
If our tpersoo' i. not to be lost 1n the vast plurality of 
Mankind wtthiD wbich it ls gradually, aad of in •• capable 
pbystcal aace •• ity. bec01Una iatelrated; iftotalisation 
u to .et U8 frea inatea40f 811rply .eebaDiaing ua, theD 
we lIlU8t look for aad all" for a chanRe of re.11lm. w. 
mu.t .. suae that under the rapidlYWDUDtin& pre.surea 
forcil1l them ulwa oae al\()thllr tbe lwman molecule8 will 
ult:lmatel,. tmCQQd in tiMina their way 'through tbe 
critlcal burler of mutual repulsio11 to enter tbe lnner 
&OI1e of attraction.1 
totally nev l@vGl of social hehav:!.or. lis tftldn 8upport for tht' assertion 
i. that it io inevitable. It J118eU like a ¥eak But'port~ but "0 reflectioll. 
1plerra Teilbard d~ Charr.i:tn p !h.fi!. ''!,.ttlrt . e! !1!.th (}l~ .• York , ibl.:t'pe!' 
and Row, 1964). p. 211. 
it appe,ars quite strong. for what could be a stronger prediction than 
the necessary? 
In this new era of inter-personal relationships. in a whole new 
environment of human behavior~ things whioh seem almost impossible may 
become quite probable. The avent would Burely be not more substantial 
a change than the dawn of reflective consciousness itself. If the universe 
could bave been transformed by the appearance of man, why cannot man, 
by reaching a goal of which he is innately capable. transform once again 
not the surface of the earth but the surface of his own human condition? 
This would seem to be not only pos8ible but predictable. Mankind 
is tmposing upon iteelf a moral order to control its own strivings. 
It ia painfully searchina for an adaptability to live with itself, for 
it realize8 that it cannot live separately, in isolation. Rominised 
matter must continue its progressive arrangement as it proceeds apace 
with the development of man in the radially energized atmosphere. Either 
this great thrust of personalisation become. a fact or the noo8pheric 
stage of evolution dies abomina. 
IV MAN'S CONSCIOUS COLLABORATION WITH EVOLUTION 
Faced with the prospect of cooperating with an ontological 
evolution or being destroyed, man can and must find the means to this 
collaboration. But how does he prepare for this role? Where is he to 
begin? 
It is clearly the function of education first of all to articulate 
the problem. Many mind. must bring their enerlY to bear upon conceiving 
of the va.t implications in the problems posed and then follow with 
commensurate courage to outline the broad guidelinea which schools and 
universities are to follow. 
The moat "heartening effect of such a .earch will be that it will 
reveal a solution to an age old and partial probl_. the reconciliation 
of faith and science. This problem will be submerged in the overall 
demands of the unification of philosopby audseience. The discovery will 
b. that neither science nor faith can survive without the other. The 
two must work hand in hand in 80lvi118 the s .. e problem. In as much as 
we must deal with two realities joined rather than separate, cosmogenesis 
and Christolenesis, w. will find the solutions in one area shedding 
light ou the other. On the po.itiv. side, the tmpetus given to the 
development of the one advance. the cau •• 0.' the other • HOIIlinisation 
will find its ultimate in the Parousfa t for it 18 Christ who ia the 
radiating force attracting man to the pursuit of the perfectible universe. 
This great priuciple must become an ever more dominant 
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in education, that the two kinds of faith working in unison, the one in the 
omnipotent providence of a personal God and the other in the sublime destiny 
of an evolving world, can and will result in a spirit of love for the 
material universe as well as for its Lifegiver. This spirit will be the 
energy rousing the formidable human machine to the full exploitation ot its 
powers. 
Convincing great numbers to look this way at the universe and its 
future can be accomplished if men can be brought to consider some sobering 
facts. First, there is the demographic explosion occurring in an already 
concentrated earth with vast numbers intensifying the congestion of industrial 
areas. The state of expansion no longer means simply progress, but now we 
see a saturation point ahead and must prepare for it. How do we approach 
this point without encountering suffocation and starvation? More importantly, 
how do we insure that the maximum population will be harmonious? The 
compression is something towards which we are racing. How are we to meet 
it with intelligence and confidence? 
At least we know bow we can fail to meet it. Apart from the obvious 
inertia, we can fail by adopting totalitarian methods. The tragic accounts of 
recent history seem to have proved beyond doubt that an individual J externally 
bound to others by coercion and solely in terms of his service to the whole, 
deteriorates and retrogresses. Be may function well, but mechanically. 
• • • under these purely enforced conditions the centre of 
consciousness cannot achieve its natural growth rising out 
of the technical centre of social organisation. Only union 
through love and in love (using the word 'love' in its widest 
and most real sense of 'mutual internal affinity'), because it 
brings individuals together, not superficially and tangentially 
but centre to centre, can physically p088e88 the property of 
not merely differentiating but also personalising the elements 
which comprise it. Even under the irrestible compulsion of the 
pressures causing it to unite, Mankind will only find and shape 
itself if men can learn to love one another h.l the very act of 
draloling closer. 1 
In 1947 Chardin thought this attraction of men would be born of their 
very closeness enforced upon them. The following year, however, he did not 
feel the attraction was to be achieved so quickly but he did reaffirm his 
belief in the "hidden existence and eventual release of forces of attraction 
between men which are as powerful in their own way as nuclear energy appears 
to be. at the other end of the spectrum of complexity.,,2 This is indeed an 
act of faith, to concede to man the power of love which is dynamic as nuclear 
energy. But it is a faith which Chardin felt was almost as close to an act 
of faith in God, for the source of the love could be none other than the 
ultimate Center. 
The failure of man so to respond presents conclusions too dreary to 
contemplate. If we refuse to accept socialisation of humanity as anything 
more than a contingency, a chance happening, we are forced to admit that 
there is no better 11fe possible for man on this earth than a basic endurance. 
Life as an aggregate would lack all possibility of growth, and the future 
would hold no challenge for the discovery of unconceived boundaries such as 
we have ourselves inherited. Man'. efforts would be reduced to maintaining 
the stat~s guo, to finding expedients for the present which would make 
relative peace and prosperity an tmmediate possibility. The essence of 
Christianity would be to endure an alien existence 1n a kind of incarceration 
while one waited for deliverance, never sensing the enormous possibility 
!Pierre Teilhard de Cbardin, .IM. Future ..Q.f Man, (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1964), p. 235. 
2 Ibid., p. 236. 
of finding God j.n hb tln:1.',erse. 
How .jejune is this concept compared to the soaring view of the 
sacramental un:f.verse f..mplicit in the wedding of cosmogenesis and Christo-
genesist Fortunately, according to Chardin, there is no danger that man 
will settle for such a myopic view of his future. The one thing he is sure 
of is that nothing will arrest the progress of social man towards ever 
greater independence and cohesion. 
Man sees clearly that the world is entering a phase of compression 
and that there is no reason to suspect that it will be arrested or reversed. 
The reaction which man exhibits to this compression is that he adapts to it. 
Men in general organize to arrange their communal lives in such a way as 
to safeguard their individual freedom and then later to increase this 
freedom. They are compelled 80 to act by sheer physical necessity under the 
pressure of this compression. Out of this reaction is born a social unity, 
the product of a total and intelligent adaptation. 
The compression is not totally one of population. The effect of the 
machine we.igbs heavily upon us. It has brought us the great blessing of 
sparing us from the tediousness of much bodily and mental labor. It has 
also brought us new powers of penetration and understanding, increasing our 
fund of knowledge. In short, it has compressed our labor and therby liberated 
our potential for consciousness, minimizing our time and effort in its 
acquisition. 
The contribution of the machiaa in our progress in hominisation 
cannot be exaggerated. It has released us from labor and catapulted us 
into untmagined responsibility. 
The energy spared to man by his development of the machine and its 
consequent service to him must now be spent in a way as to be heightened 
and transformed into research and creative work. The more truth man discovers, 
the more freedom he will find, and with this freedom comes the possibility 
for reflection. With the perspective he gains from this reflection should 
develop more closely organized systems of thought. In effect, man should 
become himself a more thinking being and a freer agent to pursue his own 
role in ~he humanly directed phase of evolution. Every discovery raises 
a new question. Every new question lures man out to further and further 
horizons and expands his conception of the universe as well as his own 
dimensions. 
He must be sensitive to including his heightened awareness of himself 
as perhaps the most important facet of his ever-increasing knowledge. Unless 
man is pliant enough to become more and more aware of his own dignity at 
the discovery of more and more knowledge which necessarily liberates him, 
he will miss the grandeur of the whole unfolding scheme of hominisation. 
On the one hand, the direction he must follow is almost pre-determined. 
He cannot resist the immense trends bearing down upon him, social unification, 
technification, and rationalisation. On the other, none of these trends. 
no matter how formidable t will have any eonsequence without man's recognition 
and direction. As long as the technical organisation remains as the servant 
of the growth of reflective consciousness, he has nothing to fear. 
AB a matter of fact, he has the great assurance of the protection of 
the integrity of the human personality in the CODDon pursuit of hominisation 
and the ultimate Parousia. Without a clearly defined personal end, the 
whole process of hominisation could possibly be perverted to a principle 
le88 than personal and therefore unworthy of man. With the clarification of the 
revealed goal of the universe completed and illumined in the person of Christ, 
man finds the assurance that M.e free cooperation in the 8.ttainment of 
hominisat:Lon is ,IJ richer exploration by reason of the fact of its d1.vine 
guidance and attract:f.on. Since the real and effective impetus is human love 
reaching to a height almost beyond 1. t, the progress man makes towards the 
end is in. proport:!.on to his fulfillment as a hUtllan being competent to live 
on a level of intelligent love. 
To the extent that man in the process of homin:Lsat:Lon loses sight 
of his own dignity and surrenders anything of the humanness that makes him 
a free person, to that extent will the very proceS8 of bominisation be 
thwarted and fail of its objective. The reason is simply that the approach 
to totalization of reflection is rendered les8 and less possible the more 
the individual liberties are abandoned in the process. The human race would 
retrogress 1n the diminishing of its pet'sonality, no matter how the individu-
ality of its members might be heightened. Two kinds of faith are, therefore, 
required of evolutionary man, the one in the transcendent action of a 
personal God and the other in the "approachability" of a univcarae bent on 
arriving at a solidarity which i9 an organic unification. The fusion of these 
two faiths w1.l1 lead to the davelopllent of a spirit of love which can 
transform the world. 
This will be the great contribution of Christianity, to itself 
and to the world, that it will convince man of his true nature and guide 
him to the realization of it. It will be the very essence of Christo-
genesis which will carry along and nurture the growth of cosmogenesis. For 
it will be Christian education which will reveal man to htmself, illu~ine 
his position in salvation history, and persuade him that upon the completion 
of his vocational summoning depends not only his personal sanctification 
but also his social commitment. Without his individual contribution, however 
obscure, the universe is partially frustrated and collective cerebra1ization 
1.9 delayed. 
In making this contribution aa a free agent, man's enthusbst:1c and 
creative response will be in proportion to the 8.'I[tent tha.t his freedom is 
respected and creatively employed. Since his growth is characterized by 
narrowly defined limits. these lines must be respected in his evo1utionar] 
development. Abused or aborted, thelle lines will be strong enough to resist 
the noblest plan. It would be tragic were Christianity to fail in the 
teaching of this fllndatllantlll concept. 
Of all the structural tendencies in.herent in the human 
mass, the most fundamental is undoubtedly that which 
has led Mankind, under the twofold influence of planetary 
compression and psychic interpenetration, to enter 
upon an irl'estib1e pl'ocess of unification and organization 
upon itself. But to this a vital condition is attached, 
namely, that if it is to be viable and stable, the re.ult-
ing unification must not stifle but, on the contrary, must 
exalt the incommunicable uniqueness of each sepal'ate element 
in the system: something that is proved pos8ible on a small 
.cale by every sucee.sful team or association. 1 
The truth of man's natUl'e and operation clamors for clarification, 
for the reality of its achievement i8 already hoped for, however implicitly, 
in the minds of thinking men who sense the impulsion of the universe toward 
its destruction or completion. In man the taste is already well developed 
for collective organization. a will to grow not only in himself but also 
in the group of which be is a vitally contl'ibuting part. It is an indication 
of bis desire for permanence, realized in something beyond and greatel' than 
himself. 
I Pierre Teilhard de Chal'din, The Future of~, (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1964), p. 239. 
It does not matter greatly that man does not fully understand this longing, 
and perhaps is less able to analyse it. He feels that this 18 a worthy 
procedure. It might be a concrete manifestation of the Christocentric 
attraction which is drawing him with only partial awareness to the double, 
conjoined goal of hominisation and parousia. 
Of his very nature ha inclines in this direction in response to a 
direction planted deep within his soul. Tbe course of his developing his 
potential to its fullest extent impels man to strive for an atmosphere in 
which such a realization is possible. This need has both a positive and a 
negative demand. Tbe negative is that no obstacles be placed in his way to 
prevent his growth. The positive is that the necessary means for this growth 
be provided. 
The relatively recent Christian appeals for just these two basic 
points indicate how difficult they are to attain. Wars on a coaic scale 
have been fought to contest man's freedom merely to exist, to say nothing 
of achieving his destiny. Papal pleas in the form of universal encyclicals 
have begged for social justice to provide minimal needs for man's growth. 
However far we are from their realization, the fact that these aims are 
being striven for gives evidence that movement toward superpersonalization 
is at least actively directed. As Chardin constantly counsels, the attain-
ment is perhaps thousands of millions of years away. 
Besides the desire for 8elf realization, man keenly feels the yearning 
to be needed, the need to be a part of the group, to contribute to its 
well being and its fulfillment. As far as man can recognize, this is the 
need to be fulfilled socially, to participate in the group function. More 
deeply, it 18 the expression, according to Chardin, of the "need felt by 
every man to live coextensively with Uankind. ' ! It removes some of the 
mystery of one's own unique situation i.n time and space. It places man in 
the context of the whole human race, perhaps giving him a sense of affinity 
which exceeds spatial and temporal barriers. It hints at his yearning 
to overcome the isolation of his egocentric predicament. 
In emphasizing that these traits which man has discovered about 
himself are vital currents he should respect and prize, Christian.:lty is 
doing nothing more than fulfilling its essential mission of e}~lsining 
man's relationship to God. It reveals to man the fact of his own creation. 
not merely in point of origin but also development. It looks not merely 
backwards but forwards. It invites man to the great adventure as well as 
responsibility of participating in the unification of mankind's efforts 
toward total cerebralization. It requires in man a sense of his dynamic 
growth as an indispensable condition of the completion of the universe itself. 
It so challenges him with the mystery of di8~overing the implications of 
his own existence that it eliminates even the possibility of speculating 
on whether or not his existence i8 important. 
It raains for Christian education to prove to man, as he now 
experiences social compression to an undreamed of scale, that he is 
not insignificant because of the vast numbers whose society he shares, 
but rather he is enormously significant precisely because of his partici-
pation in this socialization. When he realizes, through skillful in.struction, 
that the tremendous destiny of total1sation is a possibility dependent upon 
his own personalization, he will understand that the conflict he imagines 
to exist i8 really between his individuality and socialization. Conversely, 
however. it 1.s his personalization which makes totalization possible 
through heightened consd.OtlSneSB ~ and it is socialization which reflectively 
makes his own personalization understandable and complete. The interact:i.on 
of the two will become possible only when man recognizes their mutual dependence 
and allows them free interplay. Upon this recognition and freedom depends 
the very issue of anthropogenesis. 
The balance of these dominances will be very difficult to achieve 
in practice. The danger is obvious that a person's right and efforts 
to develop his personal qualities might be misconstrued to follow a 
path of rugged individualism. Unless his pursuit of personalization 
is fostered within the cont, .. rr:t ot consciousness of the simultaneous and 
concurrent effort of socialization~ the individual will follow a course 
inimical to totalization. of which he should be a contributing part. 
He would be losing sight of the principle that he finds his complete 
awareness not in isolation but in reference to society, and that he 
would be casting him.self into the cross currents of contradiction in 
trying to further the course of personalization while inhibiting the 
action of anthropogenesis. 
It will only through constant referral of one current to the 
other, personaliaation and totaliaation, that each individual will 
find the pivotal pOint of his own development. This is perhaps the 
most demanding part of the whole process of homillisation. that each 
man must navigate the ship of his own destiny in the delicate sensitivity 
of sounding the depths and l:lstin& to the currents of his own space-time 
voyage. At one and the same time he must perfect his potential and 
maintain the most intelligent relationship of this potential with the 
more complex evolving potential of the in-folding human socialization. 
pa 
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This balance~ shrewdly observed and courageously followed) will 
augur well for the positive convergence of individual liberties and 
wills. Rational cooperation of the multiplicity will be consequent · 
upon the unification of many individual consciousneases working in an 
atmosphere of non-coercion. 
The power of the polarization of human efforts at an objective 
will be commensurate with the depth of the conviction animating each 
individual of the potential convergence. When this understanding has 
overcome the fragmentation of heterogeneous parte of unequal maturity, the 
energy channeled in this convergence can be directed in a aingle, 
purposeful thrust which will have planetary implications. This is the 
great glory of the Christian life, to know that a 8ublime destiny is 
to be the aure realization of God's plan, but to know a180 that Divinity 
waits upon the groping of the human family to find his plan and to execute 
it with finite hands, motivated by finite hearts, attracted by infinite 
love. 
For a Christian, provided his Christology accepts the fact 
that the collective consummation of earthly Mankind 
is not a meaningle •• and still less hoatile event, but a 
pre-condition of the final, 'paroueiac' estllbl1ehment of 
the Kingdom of God - for such a Christian the eventual 
biological success of Man on Earth is not merely a probabili-
ty but a certainty: since Christ (and in Him virtually the 
World) is already risen. But this certainty , born 8S it is 
of a 'supernatural' act of faith, i8 of its nature supra-
phenomenal: which meaus, in one senee, that it: leaves all 
the anxieties attendant upon the human condition, on their 
own level, still alive in the heart of the bel1.ever. l 
Ipierre Teilhard de Chardin, .!h! Future of~, (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1964), p. 237. 
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Sueh anxiety :19 . at once man's cross and his crown. Since he 
Tlmst find his own way through unmapped forests of existence, his every 
step will be fraught \lith insecurity. Since he knows, however, that he 
is privileged to be a co-discoverer of the very ultra-personalization 
towards which he is attracted. he can rejoice in the glory of participation 
which Divinity allows him. It is not merely the Christ appearing unheralded 
on the cloud of the parouaia, which he suspects and sOJIlwhat fears. 
It ie he himself who has a hand in shapina the parous!a, in the sense 
that he Bakes ready for the moment for the coming ofChr:l.st. in sharing 
in the alory of its aceompl:1shment t which has been dependent upon his 
own cooperation. 
At a tille when the couaciousneas of it. own powere and 
possibilitie. is lelitilllately awakenina in a mankind now 
ready to becomtl adult. one of the. firat duties of a 
Chri.tian .a an apolo,1st i8 to show. by the 10lie of h1s 
religious views and 8t111 more by the logic of hie action, 
that the Incarnate God did not come to diminish in ua the 
glorious re.ponsibility and eplendid ambition that is ours: 
!!! .f)aM.oni!'.&. Qur ~ .e~!.l 
The fashioning of h:fJue1f will be man's consuming task which h~ 
eal'l never bring about in isolation. The pressure which man ha.8 already 
felt on a physical and spatial level. as a result of geographfc compreSsion, 
are but an indication of the onc.oming spiritual and intellectual intensity 
which will result from inevitable heightening of eommunicatior.. From 
hie very nature as a rational and communicative being. man is bounct to 
be _rsed In mind and .pirit with those whQse phys1eal prc:dmity he 
cannot discount. The increase in knowledge, leisure, atld social 
!Pierre. Teilhard de Cha.rdin, The Divine Milieu, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1960), p. 70. 
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concentration are three indications of a unitary development, a planetary 
current which is beyond man's resistance. His very survival depends 
upon his understanding his own role in the movement which is greater 
than he, more permanent than he, and 1es. vulnerable than he. Be can 
fear this trend a. he fears a monster and be overcome by it, or he can 
react human.1y to recolnize that he can make it serve him. 
It 18 true that the firet effects of social and technical 
complexity ai.. eauae to the individual to tear for hi. pereona1 freedom. 
He is appr.hensiv. that he will be .wallowed up in what he cannot comprahend. 
It appears to be blind .echanical arowth, and While the uchine serves him, 
h. is also afraid that in it. very efficiency li.. the potential of 
.... t.rina him. Hie .alvation :l.8 in recoln1&ing that this process of 
complexification li •• also the Irowth of psychic properti.s. Rather than 
panic at the thousht that the planetary collectivi.ation is a ~ noir 
to devour him, he should revel in the fact that it is an effect of bio-
lo.ical super-arraaa_ent which vill ultra-p.r80uliz. him. 
lor Chardin this alt.raete au4 optimi.tic choice was not a 
matter of certainty, but ineYitability. Ue telt there vas no stopping 
or tumina back the tide ot totalisation. One could only ride with it 
aDd attempt to predict ita course. Chardin felt the human raee was 
at the point of critical decision, .ither negative defiance and de.pair 
or positive bope in the unification of aankiDd. 
Ivan if defiance could succeed in arrestina the cour.. of 
totalization, it would fail by producinl a world of tmmobility, exi.t-
ing in a statue guo. It would betray the human race which is, like 
each human being comprising it, .e.king its own maturity. Th1a defeatist 
frame (If mind is repugnant to the progressive instinct of man. Rather 
must man take the stand that salvation lies in a direction of an Earth 
organically in-folded upon itself. 
This position established, the very seeking of the goal of 
totalization will contribute to the fashioning of the psychic field 
of attraction, the atmosphere of survival and growth. In taking this 
poeitive stand on the .piritualizing and hUlllllDiaing value of social 
totalisation, man will reaffirm his faith in the specie •• 
It will require great reflection to .ee the implications in this 
stand. ror one thial, aa a.cetical emph.si. i. ehallenged. Heretofore, 
the .111 of .piritual prolre •• has 'be.a trauceDducy over matter. The 
liae ba. beea vertical, avay frOil the earth. Chardia propo.e. that 
perfectioa .hould aot 'be soulht •• rely Above, 'but Ahead in the prolon84-
tion of the iuerent force. of evolution. Thi. que.tion must be faced by 
It i. • • • tba vital question, and the fact that wa have thus 
far left it uneoafronted is the root cau.e of all our reli8ious 
troubles; whereas an anaver to it, which .1.a perfectly pos.ible, 
would aar& a deci.ive &dvaace oa the part of Manldnd towards God. l 
Chard in appeals to tho.e in high autbority to dwell upon tbe effect. 
of thia coacept upoa reli.iOWl f.itb. Uale •• they lead in spiritual 
understandiq of thie probl.. the world will not .urvive evea taporally. 
It i. Chri.t1.aaity'. duty to embrace everythiag that ia human on earth. 
Unle.. it succeed. ill .. int8ini11l ia un hi. .est for U.viag t unl.s. it 
reai.t the tead.ncy to becotDe aloof aM 1.ftdifterent to any human lIUltters, 
!Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. The Future ,gl Man, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1964), p. 263. 
it will disappoint even its d1sciples. ConcomUant with its faith in the 
divine~ and even conditional to it, must come faith in the human. 
The apparent conflict between a humanistic faith in the world. 
largely atheist, and the Christian faith exalting the primacy of the 
other world, 1arse1y anti-progressive. need not be a conflict at all. 
lather should each see in the other the source of what makes them 
incomplete. Humanistic faith dellands an abandomaent to 8011ething ultimate. 
Chri.tian faith i8 rooted in the Incarnation and the preparation for tbe 
Parouaia. Bere 18 tbeir point of tangfmcy, really an identifying ultimate. 
We continue from force of habit to think of the Parousia 
whereby the I.1nadCllll of God is to be consummated on Earth, 
aa an event of purely catastrophiC natura - that is to say, 
liable to come about at any moment in history, irrespective 
of any definite atate of Mankind. But why should we not 
a.sume. in accordance with the late.t scientific view of 
Mankind in a state of anthropogenesis. that the parousiac 
spark can, of phy.ical and organiC nece.sity, only be 
kindled between Heaven and a Mankind which has biologically 
reached a certain critical evolutionary point of collective 
maturity?l 
It can hardly be .aid that Chri.t:f.an education to this day has 
even attempted to create in the .inds of its students tha sense of 
redeeming tbe universe in preparation for the parouaia. The empha.is 
has certainly been on per.onal salvation witb the implication that 
man'. struggle is to gat through this sordid world and save his soul 
much the same way he would run the gauntlet of any opposition to save 
his life. Of course, he knows that his lit. must take into consideration 
the welfare of~h.rst that he must have a social consciousness, but 
where and when hal he been in.pired with the theme of cosmic perfectibility? 
!Pierre Teilbard de Chardin, !b!. hture of Man, (New York: 
Harper and low, 1964), p. 267. 
As a result of per hap. a too narrowly circumscribed view of 11fe, 
even the products of Christian education have been known to reject their 
training as irrelevant to the human struggle which confronts them upon entry 
into the arena of life. Education cannot be blamed for the personal failure 
of man to live up to tbe bigb ideals it held out for him, but e4n education 
possibly be blamed for not making the ideals high enough, relevant enough. 
profound enouSh? Could not students be firM with the &eal to live if they 
accepted ChardiD'. eschatological viSion oftbe purpose of huaan existence? 
Have we not perhaps b.eD too ready to accept tbe condition of the world as 
a .ale of teara with too much inevitability to it? Perhaps we would not 
bave had tbe fleodof lilt_guided. butideaU.etie. lien running to Communi8'll1 
as a relig10n if Christiaullty had been tauaht as • way of 11fe warmly 
buman and world centered. What tranaformation .ight there be if we 80 
tauaht Men that they r .. 111ed the ntranee into the next world depended 
on bow they bad dODe tbetr share to prepare this one for the parouai.? 
If the _ph.sis bad be. on social involvement rather. than 1901ation to 
a..,oid contaminetitm, would the day be nearer at hand for tha readiness 
of ultra··persQuliaatioD1 
These que. tiona are ... ked lIOre to direct tile path tor the future 
rather than pointle.sly to lamftt the cour •• of tbe paat. Tb" faith 
which man haa in God. and which bas bad ita effect 011 the world, must 
be strenlthP'Itd by striving to make an act of faith in man, bearer of 
the great re.pondbUity of bri'DIing h01liniaation to the point of readiness 
for the ultimate cosmtc achievement. 
Thie i. a critical time for Christianity to realb:e this fuller 
obligation to teach th~ obli8ations of 118n to the temporal soctety. The 
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last century's immense · rise in the earth's population makes more urgent the 
adaption to cosmic needs. The compressive generation of consciousness has 
been accelerated because of the ascendancy of the intensiveness of population 
increase over the movement of expansion. The population explosion 8S well as 
the technology explosion gives warning that a universal guide is imperative if 
mankind is not to wander aimlessly. 
In assuming this role before the world as well as before its own 
adherents, however, the church as a universal guide must be even more on its 
guard that it take on not even the semblance of the totalitarian approach. 
Its mission must be to humanize to the utmost its followers 90 that their 
powers of understanding and of love accomplish what mechanization can never do. 
Reaching the aim of totalization through the curtailment of the total growth 
of each member of society would be no victory at all, but really a regression, 
no matter how impressive the organization on the surface. 
Developing its members' powers of understanding and love may sound 
like a glib phrase unless one analyzes how crucial this obligation really 
is. Failure to achieve it would mean failure of the human race to survive. 
With the completion of hominisation, the continued evolution of man in the 
noolphere could progress only in a rational, 1.e., a free manner, with man's 
cooperation and consent. So to perform. therefore, man would have to be 
attracted to a goal which would motivate him to act. We have seen that this 
goal 1s indispensable. Man must move toward it, but he must advance towards 
it 1n love or be driven toward it in a sweep of energy that will crush the 
very members of the totalization. The compressive forces at work, techno-
logical as well as sociological, would destroy the contributing members by 
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cruoh:hlg thom rattl er than ctlus ing them to fuse and uuite. Without this 
fusion there call be no ultra-persorwliz4tion. Without progress towards 
ultra"'personalizatioJl there can be no humanity at all. 
This peak of anthropogenesis whicb is necessary for Ullolnto 
attain could not be a mere collective intellectual ,£lad affective 
Wlion. Such a vision. no matter what endowments of perception and sympathy 
it would have. would lack a stability that could COlH ollly from a personalist 
of huaan being_ under eoaprusion. without destroying th_. except a 
field of attraction Irrev6rsible and of immeeae dr&W1ua foree? The 
existence of such a power lINet be antacedent to the unifying attraetion 
which it must provide. 
Thi ..... 1. the .e •• a of Chd.atia. araUllUt and fultna 
duriaa two thou.and years. t .. e01lVineed that it i. a 
belief that tbe ua-ey of .. ent. vill iner ... inaly cOIDpel 
btologi.ts eud p.ychololtats to adopt. 80 that the greate.t 
event ill the hlstory of tbe Ia'l'th. DOW t.ld.na plac.. flay be 
tbe .radual disc.overy. by thos. v.ith ey •• to .... not merely 
of SoaethiDa but of SoaM'lle .t tb.peak created br the 
covverleoee of the evolvina Univ.r •• upon itaelf. 
That ve are .0 far from thie at... in our pre.ent day l.ave. us with 
no oth .. conclu.icm than that the hulaan rae. i1l itl _i.ttag form is. 
troe a eclentific point of viev. not yet •• raed. from tbe abryonie 
.t.... Our .rowth vill b.,tu with the concentration of all our powers 
of perception and spiritual unific.tiem to advance with equal .p.ed along 
the cour.. of the techn0lraphie and 4.-ogr.phic compres.ion which already 
binds WI. 
t,terre Teilhard de Cbardin. .D!!. .'~tur. M M!!" (New York: 
Harper and low, 1964), p. 279. 
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Formidable 4S are the r01'011:1ng energies at work dt.v1ding 
mankind. where are the energies which w:l.ll unite U9 in I)erceptive 
and spiritual unificatioa? 'l"hi. world aeems to havo tried for long 
enough, and hae nothing to show for the effort but seare of division. 
The first positive enersy t and perhaps the moet easily conc.eded, ie 
derived frOla the very failure lumtloned above. Precisely by adapting to 
the fact that we shall have to liva in increaSingly intensive proximity, 
the peoples 0.1 the world reali:se more and more that tbere is no solution in 
ieolation. Man i9 forced to reflect, to turn inwards and develop those 
force. which are peculiar1.y l\\1U.n. Out of tn e sparks, as it were. 
of the conflict of planetary cO'IIpre •• 1oncom.a 8t least the consolation 
tasted tbedelicacy and enjoyed it to tb. extent that be will consider 
• kind of l.nteract1on which is itself .n attrllct1"e ap_rienee.. But 
th1s stlll leaves U8 far from affective un1t1cat1on. 
• • • the human mas. will only become thoroulhly unified under 
tbe tnfltt.ace of soma form Qf affeetive erual'ttY which will place 
the human particles tn the happy po.ition of be1111 unable to 
love aDd fulfill tb •• elwa 1a4iv1dually ueept by cOlltribut1118 
ill aoae dear.. to the love aM fulfUl.aeat of .11; 1 
ni. form of .ff"tive Ger,y we bave al1:"'y ... to be the total 
cOlStmity of de.ire, tbe S_.e of Speci .. , .pparemtly ouly weakly operative 
a8 of 'UOV, but IradualIy re.uaiQ8 it. prillaay a. un 8ra.p. tor aome-
tbilll beycm4 bia to reauute tbe blind iDd1v1dual:l.em whicb ereate. such 
woe. In tbe Cbri.tian view. tbte center of attraction, conta1nin3 the 
t,ierre Te1.1bard de Cbardin, The Future 91. M!!!., (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1964), p. 284. 
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forces of uuaniilolisat1ou. lOlust be p\lrsoual. a 'super-being' 'i'lhich can 
possess iill\d synthssizu tha eountle$$ \t4l"thly bt:1ugtj in lova. 
A \florid culminating in the Impersonal can briul us neither 
the warmth of attraction nor the hope of irreversabl11ty 
(immortality) without which individual egotism will alway. 
have the l.,t word. A .erttable !a2. at the ,uam1t of the 
world is needed for the consUlBlation. without cOllfoundilll 
the. of all the el_ental eso" of larth. l 
We bave a clue a, to tbe uture of thie bei1l8 frOll what w. mow about 
the Senae of Specie" but we have to ruan to the attribut •• which 
the beina .at ha.e. W. are aware of the fact that u,. will not, 
DO matter bow atrona hi. faith .. y be in the ultra-human, dr1v. himself 
011 to the C01lVera_t belD1 aheact wI .. , that belDl with power of ita own 
w111 attract a. orge un to it •• lf. In thi. lie. the hope of eventual 
and total hoatn1aation. Thi. auch .. n can know froa r.a.on. 
The art. .ide of tbe picture ie that, with his de't:l.1ly now in hi. 
OVll free baRd. rather than the selective forca of blia.d evolution, man 
1IWIt be deteninac1 to reach the a0&1 of e"Par-persouliaation, or at least 
8urvl.al. It le conceivable tbat uale •• man .aw M. end to be more than 
collecti't'8 d .. th, M. refleotin would c .... and the psychic procee. of 
.. olutlon would c..... Thls conlc .supaiI' 1. a real _en.ation to 'Palan 
axiet_Uali... and only .e"u to point up the fact that it 1_ unthink-
able that man in leaera1 .hould he abandoned to a failure to .ee hi_ 
personalt.t loal clearly. 
rerhap. the arut contributl_ of educatlon in the future will 
not be traci"l how IIatl arrived where b. 1.. but polnt:1nl out bow the 
light of life aut arow and b. rekindled everywhere until it fl.sh.s 
forth in the areat 111ht of the 'arooeta. 
V EDUCATION AS A BIOl.OCICAL FUNCTION 
Educat1.on 1.9 all important in the philosophy of Chard in. If 
f!'voluti.on is to continue, it will be through man's conscious cooperation 
and direetion. This directi.on will be possible only if Tnsn achieves 
through education an a.wareness of his importllm.ce and posit1.on in the 
t-.Thole unfolding scheme of the universe. 
It is interesting to note that in Chard in 's m!fl.d education is 
looked upon as a biological function which is stmultane,ouAly growing 
according to the totality of the living world. In its most profound 
8.$peet it is something far more than the transmission of knowledge and 
skills. It is part of the very vitality which keeps the human race 
alive. for: it is an essential condition of growth of the human race 
into the homln1z:f.ng process which is propelled toward ultra-personalization. 
It appears a~ enmething like a 100m on which is being woven the fabric of 
hominization. It is a form which 1, serving to unify the strands of 
consciousness.a in the noosphere t ultimately designed at the totalization 
of humanity's reflection upon itself. 
In its function it is a. indispensable to the whole of mankind 
for its survival as oxygen would be to the survival of an individual. 
It is the means, 8S well as the preserver and the consolidater, of man's 
growth. It is the sacred depository where sueceeding generations place 
in trust the accomplishments of their age, to be safeguarded, to be handed 
down to others ascending the evolutionary ladder, to be advanced and 
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amplified in a continuously moving Hne. It 18.0 to sbape and propel 
the very line itaelf tbat it app.ar. to remain on tbe outside of the line, 
whereas in reality it is intimately absorbed in tbe very fiber of 11fe shared 
by every moving being in tbe line. 
Chard in calla it a form of Ifbiololieal additivity" because by 
it h.redity pa •••• beyond tbe. individual and etlter. the coll.etive 
screen to beeOlDe .ocial. It incr ••••• the trannitte4 wealth of the 
hullau rac., organi.ina aad refinina the univ ..... l lmowledg. which un 
ba. been able to ..... bl.. It di.pena •• , •• it var.» to auceeeding 
leneration., the accuaulated we.lth of not .erely one contury or even 
one a •• , but of thevaat pa .. iode of history which bave yet to be .ub-
divided into coaprahen.i"e unit •• 
Tha poore.t hUll4u b.ing ent.r. this world with at l .... t the 
rudimentary opportunity of havina hi. exi.t.nce enorwoualy enlarged 
by h1a contact with education. The po •• ibility of hi. p.r.onal .xpansion 
1. U.m.ted cm1y by the capacity of M .• ova UDd.r.tanding and application. 
aDd the availability 01 cont.ct vitb tuclwra. Ubrari .. , r.corded 
knovlecl.e in .., foft. Given thi. contact. bow ia un ehanged and developed 
by h1a openiDg of hta eoul to drink tha draulbta of wisdom stored up for 
bila fro. ancient "ineyard • ., 
The. later one .nter. this lifa tb. 1IO'l'e richly endowed h. b.comes 
aad the .ar. h. ba. to contemplate wbat weDt into the prep.ration for 
h1a arrival on thi. planet. Iv.ry human event captured in recorded history 
ba. a bearing upon the individual t. understanding of his ovo. position 
~n space and time. The human ilXh18try that Wellt into the discovery 
of truth in every field of knowladle i. inc.lculabl., .nd yet i8 it 
for every man's option to pick up the conclusions of another man's 
lifetime of industry and make them his own. 
Whether he brings much of the world's wisdom into his under-
standing or not, every man is affected by the world's accumulated skills. 
Entering a world of vast scientific accomplishment, for instance, places 
man in the enviable position of being the beneficiary of extensive 
communications, reliable nutrition, an economic system of incalculable 
possibilities, and political systems which approach more or less the 
ultimate aim of evolution, totalization with commensurate liberalization 
of the individual. 
All this is perishable, of course, and it is within the realm 
of possibility that cataclysmic disaster could destroy much or most of 
what is due mankind as an inheritance, leaving him in much the same 
position 8S man at the dawn of COnBciousness. Education would seem, 
therefore, to be quite separable from him and consequently have little, 
if any. biological necessity. 
Yet Chardin insists that mankind is organically inseparable 
from what education has added to it by the gradual transmission of 
collective experience. 
Yet how can we fail to perceive in that patient and continuous 
&massing of human acquirements the methods and therefore the 
very stamp of Life itself - Life which is irreversible, its 
inevitability born of the improbable, its consistency of 
fragility.l 
Education, therefore, would 8eem to be not merely an adjunct to life but 
part of a very vital heredity which has a certain sureness to it derived 
!Pierre Teilbard de Chardin, ~ future of Man, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1964), p. 30. 
from its necessity for the completion of the whole evolving task of 
hominization. 
The basi.c reason for this, accord:f.ng to Chard in , s understanding, 
:ts that the accumulated knowledge of the centuries has :not been iti 
the fashion (l.f sedimentary deposit, but rat.her a growth in i<t predirected 
manner. Education, therefore, is not an accretion or a mere cr.aracteristic 
of (Nolution. Rather it is one of the fonas or the forces by which 
evolution begins to be. Studying the course of education, as a matter 
of faet, and discerning its pattern is one of the indica.tions of the 
course of evolution itself, because education i8 one of its integral 
parts. 
In the ascent of education can be seen the reality of the growth 
of mankind as man finds his own identity in the awareness of his birth, 
his life story, his habitat, in the very unraveling of the secrets of 
his soul. In short, the same life patt:ern wM.ch each man finds unfold-
ed in his own existence becomes somewhat evident in the span of the human 
race from birth to full growth. For Chardin this represented a growth 
of humanity which was above and beyond the growth of individual men. 
With the birth and death of countless individuals there is a continuous 
and subsistent life development enduring beneath all the change and 
contingency of individual existence. This growth of humanity in general 
allows to each individual life an increasingly greater awareness of the 
cosmic dimensions in whi.ch we live out our private tenures of existence. 
It is this collective human consciousness which each generation inherits 
and contributes to, before its own demise. It is certainly dependent for 
its existenee upon each individual but, from another aspect, it shapes 
the very individuals who form it. It seems to be a generalized human 
personality continually unfolding upon the earth. 
It seems that where Manis concerned the specific function 
of education is to ensure the continued development of this 
personality by transmitting it to the endlessly 
changing mass: in other words, to extend and insure in 
collective mankind a consciousness which may already have 
reached its limit in the individual. Its fulfillment of 
this function is the final proof of the biological nature 
and value of education, extending to things of the spirit. l 
It is to be noted that this s.ys a great deal more than the 
transmission of knowledge or culture. This is a transmission of a 
personality, a consciousness beyond the limitations of the individual. 
Education, therefore, must be even more concerned with the care and 
transmission of the collective human consciousness than with the 
individual persons immediately benefiting from its influence. For 
this is the biological trust committed to education in its function 
as a part of the very process of evolution itself, that it serve as 
the bridge through the centuries handing ~, rather than down, the 
conic personality ever more turned in upon itself in the approaching total 
consciousness. 
If education, therefore, bears such an awesome responsibility 
which has implications for the very survival of humanity, the role 
of the educator is one of the most critical in society. Into his 
hands is placed the trust for cooperating with the biological propagation 
of the generalized human personality, which is the product of evolution 
itself. This creative f~ct1on necessarily evokes the greatest challenge, 
I,ierre Teilhard de Chardin, ll!!t Fyture .2f...M.In, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1964), p. 35. 
and demands of those who volunteer for the profession of teaching the 
most profound capabilities. 
It follows ill1D'lediataly that 1£ he is to transmit to individuals 
the contribution of collective conaeiousnes8 and educe from these same 
individuals the best offerings which they can make to the enrichment 
of this consciousness in their own times, the educator must be possessed 
of two supreme abilities. The first is that be must have a vital 
sease of communication of the truth which he has grasped with conviction. 
He must not only know the trutb but he must also love it, and witb tbe 
communication of tbe truth transmit also a similar love for it in 
the hearts of the recipients. Tbe second is that he must have a 
sensitive ear to catch the wave length of the potential heights to 
which those he is instructing can possibly aoar.. Since hominization 
depends upon the contribution of everyone in existence, and to the 
extent that everyone in existence can actuate his perfections, it is 
the exalted province of the teacher to appraise the design of tbe 
creator in estimatina the potential of everyone entrusted to his 
teaching. To whatever dearee of accuracy the educator ean evaluate 
tbe endowment of those to be taught, to that degree does be approacb the 
beginning of his task, to bring to these students a respect, love. 
and sertse of responsibility for the created universe. especially their 
own ereated potential. 
Beyond the seope of the classroom and the individuals who 
make up the school, the educator must set his .iahts upon the great 
vista of his influenee upon the whole eourse of histo,y and man's 
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destiny. It will be chiefly through education that the slow merging 
of minds and hearts will begin to flourish. This convergence, as we 
have seen, is the ultimate goal of totalization, beyon.d which, or 
apart from which, there is no direction to life. Unless he keeps this 
constantly in view as the ultimate purpose of the whole educative 
endeavor, he will miss the essential Significance of the activity 
altogether. With this vision his work will share the splendor of 
creation. Without it he will regress as an individual while he fails 
the whole cosmic process. 
The teacher who seeks to be wholly effective must not only be 
in possession of the truth. He must be overwhelmed by it. He cannot 
merely drop it with indifference before his students and expect them 
to devour it with passion, unless he has set fire to that passion. 
And fire is born only of fire. With his ultimate view set upon 
personalization in the completely perfected stage of mankind, the 
educator must realize that the attracting force towards this total 
cerebralization is personal~ a person attracting with love, and a 
person to be loved. It behooves the one who would lead in education, 
therefore, to be himself so enraptured by this love of the ultra-
personal that he communicate this spirit also. If he has a compre-
hene:.1.ve view of his own personal contribution to the collective 
reflection which will perfect man, he knows that the relationships 
must eventually become more than tangential. They must be radial: 
otherwise man will miss the most important lesson, that what is 
lasting is what is joined to the immortal center of love. 
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In other words ., the function of the educator is twofold. He 
must achieve for himself the consciousness of the universe which is 
adequate to form a basic understanding of the role of man. Secondly, 
he must have the ability to transmit this consciousness to the depth 
and the height that will inspire his disciples to add to the deposit 
of the general personality by their own realization of their perfectible 
existence. 
To the demands of the future educators must address themselves 
with a confidence heretofore not demanded of those who would lead the 
human race. Mankind is at the critical point of social reorganization, 
and this is a process which will exact the most profound understanding 
and direction from those who will guide us to and through it. 
This will be the state in which mankind will coordinate its 
elements as a reaction to its awareness of the great social disturbances 
which trouble the world. Man has progressed from living in small groups, 
tribes, nations. There was always a geographical determinant which 
largely shaped the social unit in which man lived. Today the terrestrial 
borders are dissolving and there are only the vague limits of space to 
give cohesion to a social unit. Recognizing the new unit to be as 
large aa the human race, man is startled to see that the concept of 
space is not just something to titillate his imagination, but something 
to confront his understanding of his own relationship to every other 
person in his new dimensional "tribe", the human race, which is now 
as near to him as the man next door and, almost equally as distant 
as the man at the farthest pole. 
The thought of being caught up in this onrushing surge of 
'1'" 
humanity threatens mali with the 10 •• of hie identity. He 18 overwhelmed 
at the thouRht of being a member of such. vast ..... bly. In the 
ealgamation about to take place, how can he 8truggle to retl!in what is 
m08t per80nal to him, what is 80 individuating that it _kes him to be 
him •• lf? 
The pluraU .. tie vi.., is that it ia only '.n opposition to others 
that man will retain his peraonal freedom. Therefore, the 8tr1ving 
for a. much autoDoay a. po •• ible t. the key to 8urvival. this philosophy, 
however, i. ult1mately conducive to complete i.olation, and does 
.iolace to tha very ecmcept of 1UIl. All a reacticm. thia wa. the 
.ppeal of the totalitarian recta .. which wreaked .oauch harm in our 
century. ney did respond to the co81llic trert4 of un'. unitina in 
coaaun1oTl with all others ....... of .u"1\ral. Their tr .. 1c .btake 
va. to 10.. 8ight of the fact that the purpose of tbe vni.on was to 
exalt the tnclirldual througb hi. lnteractloll with the coalvnlty, 
Inste.d they deflected their purpoae and bee .. e 80 deaaled with the 
state 1t.8lf tbat the individual vas tNbord1uted. That the world wan 
to be fulfilled by convergence they could UDder.tand. But the 
'Per.oA.liet 1mpllC'..at101U1 in this philosophy vere quite beyond the ,lAueI'. 
of the new and 'Perfect totalitarian society. 
St.rly to pledge one.elf. hw .. er. to the .... lolJllont of 
hUlla" 8oeiali .. t1on 1n a converlant world. 1a not to find the perfect 
aolutiOll. On_ i. 1Daaediat_ly confronted by th.faet that differQtiation 
i. thta socializing proe ... wtll produce probl._. 
OL 
If there is any characteristic clearly observable in the 
progress of Nature towards higher consciousness, it is 
that this is achieved by increasing differentiation, 
which iy itself causes ever stronger individualities to 
emerge. 
This emergence would probably lead to opposition and further 
isolation of the strong from the weak. What unification process, 
therefore, is likely? Increasing differentiation is the principle of 
divergence rather than unification. This is certainly the pattern of 
thinking according to the habit of mind we have developed in which we 
assume an antimony between individual and collective. The collectivity 
need not be merely an aggregate, however, with blind and separate 
elements doing nothing to reconcile their differences. In a true 
convergence, in which there is in operation a force for real union, 
the synthesis does not splinter the members but fulfills them. That 
differentiation in the lower forms of life results in the mere sub-
ordination of individuals to the position of cogs in a machine is not 
to say that it must necessarily follow when dealing with mankind. The 
union of persons is not for material functions, but for the function 
of personalization. 
This function of personalization is primarily expressed in the 
striving of man for the creation of a common consciousness. The 
emergence of thought having created the rational environment, indivi-
duals now gather in society not primarily for the preservation of the 
species, but for the goal of ultra-personalization. And in this striving 
~ierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Future of~, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1964), p. Sl. 
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for the common consciousness the individual's position is not rendered 
less secure but actually heightened, for it will be precisely to the 
extent that his own personality is developed that the arrival of 
hominization will be accelerated. Without the flourishing of the 
individual making his contribution to the convergence, no possibility 
of the desired end is possible. 
The fundamental impulse which will propel man in this direction 
and away from any mechanistic approach is love. Only this human force 
will effect the healthy evolutionsl course which is our destiny. 
It is through love and within love that we must look for 
the deepening of our deepest self, in the life-givingcom.ing 
together of humankind. Love 1s the free and imaginative out-
pouring of the spirit over all unexplored paths. It links 
those who love in bonds that unite but do not confound, 
causing them to discover in their mutual contact an exalta-
tion capable, incomparably more than any arrogance of 
solitude, of arousing in the heart of their being all that 
they possess of uniqueness and creative power. 1 
Evidently, according to this concept of Chardin, it i8 not the case that 
we lose anything of individuality in the surrendering of ourselves 
to the universe, but rather it is in this sacrifice that we reach the 
high peak of personality. Without our intelligent abandon to the 
exalting influence of a commitment of love to the universe, we would 
never realize ourselves completely. 
This convergent universe, which has the power of excentration 
by which it can draw out the individual fibers to their fulness 
!Pierre Teilhard de Chard in, The Future of Man, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1964), p. 55. 
without destroying th~, is itself drawn by a principle of unification. 
This principle is distinct from the centers converging, is in no sense 
a resultant certer of their convergence. It is an attracting center 
dominating the convergence of countless centers 0.£ consciousuess 
culminating in itself. It is thus that each individual achieves its 
completeness, by absorption into this higher pole of consciousness in 
which it can enter into contact with all others. It is in this act 
of giving to others in the total convergence necessary for the fulfill-
ment of the universe that the individual experiences both his dissolution 
and his exaltation. The pOint of complete absorption ineo the Other 
is the point of the complete realization of the self, when there is 
no more of love possible to give. At the point of his ultimate 
contribution to the convergence of the universe, the individual 
experiences a mystical death which is really the apotheosis of growth. 
The parallel here between Christian asceticism and this philosophy 
of being is strikingly evident. It is in surrender to love of God 
(ulttmate center of attraction) and man (converging centers) that the 
individual person most becomes alive and is most fulfilled. It is 
reassuring to see that the dictates of experience converge with 
this recently discovered understanding of mauts cooperation with evolution. 
Whether man governs his life with a comprehensive view of the development 
of the human race or not, he is swept up and embraced by the course of 
hominisation so that his contribution becomes significant even when 
performed unheeding of its ultimate design. If we can judge correctly 
from history, that the course of evolution has something of the inevitable 
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about it, if blind selection reached its goal without the guidance of 
homo sapiens, if the attracting eenter has really directed and controlled 
the path of evolution thus far, then it follows that the new environment 
conducive to the pleroma in whieh the noosphere will be perfeeted is 
about to dawn. 
That this will be the general course of events Chardin had no 
doubt. He felt, however, that the time had eome for mankind to choose 
deliberately a general perspective and habit of mind appropriate to 
its partieipation in a universe of eonvergent conseiousness. Man must 
in the future be aware that the least of his actions are signifieant in 
the light of universal unifieation. All his endeavors sre touehed with 
the love of the attraeting eenter, the supreme pole of personalization. 
This supreme goal invigorates the mutual affinity of individuals in the 
proeess of their tending toward total eonvergenee. 
In this atmosphere eneouraging growth and sttmulating mutual 
eooperation and understanding, man will be sustained by the sense of 
aeeomplishment as unions mUltiply in frequeney and depth. In the 
advaneed stage, thinking men will naturally and almost instinetively 
aet with a eonseiousness that they are furthering the work of total 
personalization. 
If Chard in says this will eome about inevitably, that man will 
advanee from the stage of psyehie totalization at the planetary level to 
the evolutionary sweep in whieh he will approaeh the stage of amorization, 
he does not say that it will happen automatieally, without man's eooperation 
at the human level. Just.s all evolution in the future will be man's 
handjwork t ~m the change \'ihlch '''ill be 'brought ahout in man will be the 
r~Gu1t of M.s O~'tl learning more about himself ane his potent::f.al. 
'Towards this advance Chard in Bees the field of explorati,on 
neees~ar:ny falU.ng i.nto three Hnes. "They are: the organization of 
research, the concentration of research upon the subject of man, and 
the conjunction of science and reH,gi<in."l In other 'Words, the area 
of research which must be provided if h01.llinbation is to develop 1.8 
the area of the human. 
• • • if we are going towards a human era of science, it 
will be eminently an era of human science. Man the know-
ina subject, will perceive at last that man, 'the object 
of knowledge', is the key to the whole science of nature. 2 
The knowledge of man is looked upon by Chard in as the means of releasing 
the power of love capable of bursting asunder the envelopes containing 
the microcosms in which individuals tend to stagnate in isolation. 
Liberated by love, they tend to fuse with one another and to find in 
this union a great increase of power. He realized from the great role 
man had to play in evolution the dtmensious of love that were not 
traditionally identified with Christian charity. 
Up until now. love of one t 8 neighbor has meant doing him 
no ham and binding up his wouads. From now on, without 
losing any of its compassion. charity will complete its 
work in lives dedicated to human progress. • • • Charity 
no longer demands that we merely bind. up wounds; it urges 
us to build a better world here on earth and to be in the 
lpierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Phenomenon of 'Man. (New York: 
Harper and Row. 1965), p. 278. 
2Ibid't p. 281. 
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first ranks of every campaign for the full development of 
mankind. 1 
The significant phrase is "in lives dedicated to human progress." 
This sets the goal for the extent of human love in the era which 
recognizes the scope of evolutionary challenge. Chard in expressed his 
irritation at a too narrow concept of Christian love in a letter from 
Sermaize, August 4, 1916: 
• • • I found that I would be hard put to it to defend 
rationally, or at any rate scientifically ••• the 
precept of charity. In general, since charity fits in 
with a shallow or conventional sentimentality, or, if 
one is a Christian, because it is pre-eminently the first of 
our Lord's precepts, the law of fraternity and love is 
accepted without question. But why, foremost of all, should 
there not stand the force that organizes, disciplines, 
selects'l2 
Though this state.ent appears relatively early in his writings, it seems 
to predict the pattern of his thought twenty years later. It would be 
echoed more boldly even a scant two years later when he said that he 
thought the fulfillment of the world would be a fact only when men could 
abandon themselves to a direction of what has not yet taken shape. 
This courageous summoning of man to love on a grand scale which 
embraces the universe follows from the conviction that God is love and 
can be approached only through love. Part of the thrust of man to the 
unknown Ultr.-person includes the love of the unfolded future, the 
lChristologie ~ evolution, 1933. 13; ~elgues reflexions ~ 
la conversion d1il monde, 1936, Oeuvres, ix, 162, quoted in Teilhard de 
Cbardin and the Mystery of Christ, Christopher F. Mooney, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1966) 
2Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, .It!!. Hak~n.a .9!. ..!. Mind, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 117. 
dedication to the discovery of it, and the unconditional embrace of it 
even before its revelation. This is anything but a blind surrender to 
evolution. It is the patient step by step discovery of it, and reverence 
for it, no matter what disconcerting pattern it may follow. 
The strength of mankind, therefore, is not to be found in the 
numbers expanding over the earth, but by the approximation of man to 
the rise of consciousness, the intensification of radial energy 
consequent upon man's more complete understanding of himself and his 
contemporaries. The process of evolution is not to be seen as the 
inevitable unraveling of a predetermined plan. It is a dependent plan 
preconceived but contingent for its realization upon the movement of 
radial energy created by man under the impulse of the attracting love of 
the converging center. The slow maturation of the human race towards 
the accomplishment of this stage culminating in the Parousia is what 
Chardin calls "Pleromization. Ii The critical point of this maturation 
is not something which occurs within history, but it is the point at 
which history will end. At that point evolution will have reached its 
goal. No more progress, no more life, will be possible. 
For Chardin it seemed that the only limiting factor which ascribed 
limits to man's capacity for perfectibility was his own inability to 
comprehend his potential. I'The world will achieve its fulfillment only 
to the extent to which we commit ourselves more confidently to the 
direction of what has not yet taken shape. • • • ,,1 
IPierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Making of a Mind, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 235. 
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The basic reason for man's hesitancy, according to Chard in , is his 
lack of conviction that the future is more than an accumulated series 
determined only by chance. Afraid of the contingency which seems to be 
the only principle directing the course of the universe, man is reluctant 
to take steps any longer than are necessary. This caution is inhibiting 
of his growth, and stifles the atmosphere of loving the universe w:f.th its 
future. the only aura in which man can truly develop in complete personal-
ization. 
The only way to meet the future with any degree of control. 
according to Chardin, is to plunge into it. With the leap we will 
find that chance gives way to our personal effectiveness. With the 
steength derived from this newly found mastery will emerge a new 
freedom, a freedom from fear and a freedom to be ourselves, the true 
determiners of our future, instead of the threatened who shudder at its 
supposed determinist character. The barriers of determinism will come 
tumbling down, and the despair of chance will give way to the order 
wrought by man himself. 
Chardin seems personally to have had this spirit of hearty 
challenging of the world as a justif1c8tion for the opportunity of 
living in it. He felt that man had a fundamental obligation to extract 
from himself and from the earth all the secrets that it possessed. 
The most compelling aspect of investigation he felt was the fact that 
we have no idea of the limits of man, what barriers there are to his 
understanding and power. Consequently, for man to be indifferent to 
mastering the world would be tantamount to slighting the work of God's 
creation, to ignoring the challenge laid before us to discover ourselves 
and the ultimate in the today of our irreversibility. 
It was a matter of regret for him to note that the most natural 
reaction of man as he develops was not the best one. He noted the 
trend that sometimes the more a man developed a potential for dynamic 
influence, the more he was inclined to withdraw. 
It seems to me that terrestrial beings, a. they become more 
autonomous, psychologically richer, shut themselves up in 
a way against one another, and at the same time gradually 
become strangers to the cosmic environment and currents, 
impenetrable to one another, and incapable of exteriorizing 
themselves. l 
This was a very painful observation for Chardin, one which he recognized 
to be somewhat true even of himself. He felt the anguish of wishing 
to reenter the stream of communication, to pour into it the very riches 
of discovery which were the cause of the barriers to begin with. The 
isolation also seemed inevitable from the loneliness of being misunderstood, 
or not completely understood. It was aggravated by the observation of 
other men, richly gifted, deliberately shirking from their own fulfillment 
and risking cosmic crisis by their own failure to offer their contributions 
to the converging noosphere. 
Chard in suggested the solution for this problem, and really an 
approach to the next stage of hominization, when he wrote in 1916 to 
his cousin about the problem of affection and detachment. His advice 
was thet close associations with a positive characteristic have two 
results. To the individuals blessed with the close friendship comes 
~ierre Tellhard de Chardin, The Making of .! Mind, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 163. 
Ii growth in their own individual personality. Each disco"ers something 
of himself in the acceptance by the other. As the result of this 
"penetrability" by "Jhich the one person enters the domain of the other, 
the radial energy generated is extended to all the individuals coming 
under the influence of botb. In this manner the light kindled by the 
rightful affection of the two people has a deepening effect upon each 
of them and a broadening effect upon a general area of men. The 
experience enriching those involved in the friendship equips them for 
a more universal love and strengthens them for a love less sustained 
by natural attraction. In other words, the effects of the friendship are 
multiplied and deepened, so that the individuals emerge stronger human 
beings and more influential upon their fellow man. 
The growth of man in such communication with others is obviously 
at the core of the evolutionary process and reinforces Chardin's 
later dictum that the understanding of man ie the key to the whole 
science of nature. As we learn more about man, 80 will his chance for 
growth be enhanced. As man grows, 80 does the path of evolution proceed 
apace, for it is in the area of hominization that the capacity for 
evolutionary development remains. 
It is here that the contribution of psychology has rendered 
much to the task outlined by Chardin as essential~ the whole course 
of evolution. It is in the exploration of the person, in elaborating 
the prinCiples of self growth, in breaking down the barriers blocking 
the penetrability of ego - centers that psychology has loosened, as 
it were, the blockage that has stalled the progress of total cerebralization. 
l"l 
As long as man has felt that he has arrived at an evolutionary climax, 
there could be no growth because there was no incentive to develop. And 
the upward movement is now in the hands of freely determining man. With 
the illumination by the science of man, however, the human race has 
come to realize the perfectibility of itself. It finds that its 
development comes not from isolation of the individuals but from their 
closer contacts. 
Relating to each other in a deep interpersonal relationship 
men have found that they discover more of themselves. In a way they 
find their own identity more fully &8 they are accepted in the completely 
trusting relationship of deep friendship. When they can dare to be 
themselves and communicate what is most individual about themselves, 
they come close to sharing their uniqueness, to finding themselves 
reflected in the understanding of the empathic acceptance of another. 
In trying to articulate their thoughts and feelings about matters 
most vital to them. the confiding persons find an understanding of their 
own identity to the extent that another tries to understand and 
uncritically absorb their confieence. In the experience of this recognition 
of themselves, mirrored in the thoroughly tolerant and positive regard 
of another, men find that they are breaking out of the isolation in 
which they felt bound to live. And in the escape they become aware 
that the liberating force was not the wisdom of the other, not the 
information he conveyed, certainly not the judgment he expressed. The 
vivifying force was rather the energy of love, which Chard in said would 
free men to fuse with one another and to find in this union a great 
increase of power. 
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It was one man's acceptance of another as he dared to be, not as he 
felt he had to be, seeking the approval of others. Granting this 
freedom to his friend, he liberated him from the necessity of maintaining 
the barrier of pretense, the inhibiting screen which precluded the 
possibility of vital love in a restricted compound of feigned living. 
As the field of psychology makes further advances in discovering 
the dynamics of human behavior, it will be making a vast contribution 
toward the release of the potential in man to understand himself. 
In understanding himself he will accomplish two things. First, he 
will broaden the scope of his own ability and activity, confident of 
the range of power latent within him. Secondly, he will more securely 
go out to others in an attitude shorn of fear and endowed with an ability 
to relate on a deeply human level. This excentration will produce its 
own energy which will be compounded with each encounter as the individual 
grows in the experience of human contact. So will be released the 
radial energy, which according to Chardin bursts from relationships 
which are more than tangential. From such relationships develops the 
convergence of consciousness towards the production of the supra-
personal, the goal of ultimate evolution. 
This is not to imply that the fostering of such personal relationships 
will be easy or sudden. A great deal of education will be necessary to 
bring about thie profound change in human behavior. But it is possible, 
mostly because it is necessary. It comes down to a dilemma, either 
understand or perish. 
It will be required of men that they be preeminently real. There 
can be no significant depth of understanding, and hence no love, between 
people if either one is assuming a role rather than being himself. If 
there ~s to be a person-to-person encounter, neither can wear a mask. 
Not ma,ter how refined the manner and proper the speech, if the person 
perforpts according to a set pattern of behavior without genuine and 
sponta~eoU8 response to the truth of the instant, no real communication 
can ta~e place. There can be no release of the self on either side, 
no gro~ing perception or rec~gnition of oneself in disc~very if the 
two pl.y a game of maneuvers, no matter how complicated the conventional 
rules or how stylized the mode of conduct. 
Such arch behavior is really quite superficial even when 
executed with sophistication. It lacks what can be most precious 
in the really transparent relationship of children who are too healthily 
simple to disguise the realness of their feelings. The apparent 
savoir faire is the opposite of what it intends to be, even pretends 
to be. It is saying the right thing and responding the right way 
according to the rules of the human game so that one can be spared 
the painful experience of saying the real thing, responding the Feal 
way, which may be uncomfortable because growth is uncomfortable. It 
is a reassuring way to act because it spares the person from giving 
himself in the risk of a deep sensitive commitment. If either person 
is to grow in fulfillment of his own being, there must be a mutual 
involvement in the human condition, SO that each will aid the other 
in the discovery of what lies ahead in the rise of the noosphere. 
On the contrary, when man learns to take the initiative, 
when he is encouraged to take the risk of offering himself to his 
fello1oT man in need of intense personal communion. then he can approximate 
the highest form of love in a relationship in which he gives of himself 
entirely for no other interest than the other t s fulfillment of himself. 
In this existential relationship it is the giver who benefits more than 
the receiver in the paradox of the economy of love. At this immaterial 
height of human cond'oct it is the giving away that enriches. The one 
offering the d.slt of h:f.s person in helping another to realize his own 
potential finds that he himself grows in the process of aiding the 
other's progress. It is this geometric progression which Chardin 
predicts to be the sweeping development of the human race once the 
t1.de of h't.lruln communication is released. The range of this influence 
can be cosmic if the lines of progression fall fortutlstely into constructive 
patterns. 
The path is lined l-litlt pitfalls. however, and they are the 
more treacherous for their subtlety. The person who has tasted the 
elixir of noble and complete giving of himself in love, who has 
ldtness~d the regeneration of another hmnsnbeing partly througb the 
revivifying contact with his own personality, tends to to.alk a bit 
un.slleely upon the new and dizzying heights. As a resul t he bucks 
the winds instead of being guided by the spirit. He too eagerly 
clutches at the next opportunity for the creative proc.as of bringing 
a bud of h\DDanity to bloss01.'!I, and in hiR very zeal he retards rather 
than hastens its growth. He falls victim to the oft repeated warning 
of Chardin that the whole process of converging personalization is 
meaningless if in the development of the ultra-personal anything is 
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lost of the uniquenes$ of each person engaged in the process. The 
collectivization which destroys per80ns wbile it amalgamates is anything 
but progres8, It 1s regression and a contradiction of the total 
evolutionary direction. 
This wa. glaringly evident in the recent aberrations of the 
totalitarian state. which crumbled in the disaster of global war. 
It was tbe avowed intention of the leaders of these states to subjugate 
the person to the maS8. At the other end of the pole, however. 
are those who depersonalize in their very attempt to ra1&e individuals 
to the height of their personality. Their mistake evades them for 
they camlot .ee that in trying to belp anotber they are 8ubstituting 
themselves instead of letting the person have the freedom to remain 
himself. They succumb to tbe easy tendency to direct others' lives, 
to offer advice and soluUons_ inatead of offerillS themselvee in an 
effort to understand how life looks through the unique pOint of view 
of this different and sacredly individual person. They would rather 
solve today'. problem than watch sympathetically a 1ifettme's growth. 
They would rather poat directional signs along the higbway of life 
than be deeply attentive to the traveler's account of how the journey 
feel. to him. Yet postinl the signa might be the worst thing to do 
in furthering the course of hominization. Who ia really to know how 
that sign should read except the individual listening in his heart of 
hearts to the attraction of the Omega point? Aiding him to develop in 
the unique path that he _ust travel i8 not to be done by showing him 
the signs we discovered for ouraelves, but in helping him to hear the 
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gel1tle whisper within his soul perhaps suggesting new heights denied to 
our vision. These signs he will read if he can bave ccnfidence In 
repeatiq their sound in our ear, and hearing the sound of b18 own voice 
to recognize that it is good and IIure and worthy to be trusted. As he 
grows In this confidence in hiulself. reassured against the sounding board 
of our real understanding as fellow travelers. he can set his foot firmly 
upon the road taking a turn to new horizons where he too will meet others 
needing the same understanding love frOUJ him. And 80 the spiral of the 
evolutionary process liI1ust cH.ab until it weaves the complexity of human 
eon8ciou811 •• ses to a culminating point just short of the Parousia itself. 
The building of a better world which Chardin apeaks of as being 
the real obligation of the virtue of charity i8 nothing .0 meager 8S 
the reform of industry to eradicate poverty, nothing so fragile •• the 
providing of good housing~ nothing so superficial as the extension of 
cultural advantage. to the deprived, nor medical nor social nor 
intellectual accomplishments. 'or him the better world was much more than 
all tbes.. It was a world in which men would be exalted by mutual contact, 
arousing in each other'. bearts all that they po ••• s. of uniqueness and 
creative power. Nothing le.8 than tb18 could. sati.fy a aan like Cbard1n 
with his cosmic vision. For nothing le •• than this could usher in the age 
which would inaugurate man'. journey. conscious and direeted. towards a 
collective aaturity harmonizing perfectly with hi. sub1ae destiny, the 
perfected universe. Th. better world would be the completely evolved 
world, not materially evolved. for that i8 already accomplished. but 
evolved in the area c01Qlllitted to man. biB OWl'l nature. 
Sin.ce: this can he done only through the foree of en.e:rgy 
ganftX"lltted by radial relaUonships,. ceDter to conteI' contacts, man must 
'b¢ guided by an ever un.fold:f.ng psychology to learn how h~ can and must 
chsaolve the barr:1.ere that separate h1m from his brother. Both as 
individuals and groups l:1ving in the attoglt.llce of isolation, men must 
be equipped with the means of dissolv:1ng the barriers of ignorance and 
aloofness to 'meet in the wam aceepting climate of WlderstandinR and 
love. Only here can send.nate tbe seed of human growtb which will 
fulfill the obUgation of. eharity to create a better world. The obH.gation 
is as profound 48 it 18 neee.s8ary and inevitable. It i8 beyond mere 
man'. a.eeomplbhme.nt, but it 'Will not htt.'ppen 1<.-r1tbout hia. 1!e must take 
the initiative to bring it about. He mgt be confident that he has 
witbin the human rae. the resouree. for the perfection of this lQfty 
Ilia.. U.e must surrender himself to the attraction of the OI\'!.ega" trust-
in,. for the certain .Urection the epiC jour.flY is to tak.e. He must 
continue to regard with awe his own discovert.. of 'knwledge at the 
of progr... and the very sources of llc:.eelerati,on to .pur him on hi8 
way. Just as an 1n.dividual grove in strength at the discovery of 
a new skill. so will tlle eomm,u111ty of manlr.1nd drev !leW energy ,dtb each 
revel.Ation of its on powers evolving throughout. the ag ••• 
Catapulted by these 11fe givins impulsION! of new forces. man-
kind will ever incruse in ita awareneS8 of itself .and ite potentialities. 
Eduution it~elf w1.11 fan. out in many directions .t thf! unloek1r.g of 
Beeret mowledPte to be wrested from the earth, from the heavens. from 
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man himself. 
When mankind haa once realized that its first function is 
to penetrate, intellectually unify, and harness the 
energies which surround it. in order still further to 
understand and master them, there will no longer be any 
danger of running into an upper limit of its florescence. 
A commercial market can reach saturation point. • • • But 
to all appearances nothing on earth will ever saturate our 
desire for knowledge or exhaust our pow!r for invention. 
For of each may be saidt cre.cit sundo. 
Given thu perspective that the scope of man'. learning knows 
no point of ahaustion, aociety should move into a 8tase where lIuch 
sreater re.pec.t is paid to pure research and much greater provision is 
made for it. At preseDt research 1a encouraged for what it can produce 
in induetry to uke our physical lives more cOUlfortable , or in defense to 
assure us superiority over our enemiea. The billions spent in production 
of .uperior arms to d •• troy men who attack us bave. no counterpart, 
even in the m:111iona t to understanding wby it is tbat we attack each 
other in the first place. OUr economy ahows very little confid$llce in 
DUm himself. while it cODII'Ilits itself in tbe great$st confidence to 
provide for hie material comfort and the annihilation of his aggressors. 
The call is to comfort and to arms but not to research. 
The future will judge us harehly for such a primitive philosophy 
of life. 'erhaps we will begin to move away from it when we begin to 
realize the powera within 1ll8D. Perhaps with increased l$isure man will 
be forced to direct his energy to planee more human", to discover that 
study is not anacessaory to life but an .saeutial part of it. 
1 Pierre Teilhard de Cbardin~ The Phenomenon of Man, (New York: _ . . . -- .. ... _-_ .... 
Harper and Row, 1965). p. 280. 
Perhaps the thrill of exploration of the universe and of man himself 
will so unite nations f efforts that the thought of <liviaive activity will 
be recognized 89 the madness that it is. Such ptl't'suit of science wi.ll 
represent real progress in lllau' 8 ascent of hordnization as he approaches 
a more eplritual mode of life in which to b<a and to knt:IW is more 
important than to possess. 
Contemplation t however. does Dot come easily to man. In the 
conquot of ignorance he will scale any heights more readily than aearch 
the vast reaches of hie own person. 
Up to the present. whether from prejudice or trOlla fear) 
science has been reluctant to look man in the face but 
hilS constantlyeircled round the human ob_ieet without 
daring to tackle it~ Materially our bodies •• em insig-
nificant. aecident41, tr-aruJitory and fragile ; why bot.her 
about t -Il_? Psychologically .~ our 80\ils are incredibly 
subtle and complex ~ how can one fit. tll_ into a wor.ld of 
laws and formulas?l 
And yet IUa1l is at the beginn1nl9 the center, and the end of all ree;earch. 
The linea of convergence constantly revert to him. To avoid him wbile 
pursuing what V8 would justify 88 pure research would be to circ\.'ll1vent 
the very key to the understanding of the cosmos. On the one hand, he 
is the most complete aceompliatnent in the universe; and on the other, 
he is its most fluid being. In hill 11ea theh1story ot the development 
of the universe. And in him _clusively lies the mystery of the future. 
To try to chart the course of future evolution without a profound study 
of un is to iJgnore the very basis of the ar.a of growth, the Doosphere. 
!.pio!'re TeUhard de Chardin, ,The Phenomenon of Man, (New York: 
Harper ed Row. 19(5).. p. 281. 
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The future will go whatever way man goes, for the control of the very 
days ahead is in his hands. 
Of pr:fl!lary concern should be hiB own physical development •. 
Instead of letting man continue to develop at random. more atten~ion 
should be paid to the medical and moral factors which might replace the 
undirected forces of natural selection. A human form of eugenics 
worthy of the expansion of our personalities .hould be elaborated in the 
centuries ahead to keep pace with the psychological growth eo.xpected 
to evolve. Now that planetization has culminated in thought, it seems 
to be the obligation of man to reconsider the path taken by instinct and 
ask llhether that impulsive pf!.tt£!rn should not be perfected by reflection. 
With the welfare of the wcrld placed in rational t.a.nds> 'how could an 
approach anythillg less tl1an rational be justifiable? Viewed from a total 
approach, what is the justification in this age of compression for national 
aggr$\11dicement based upon the fortuity of possession, whether the riches 
be natural resources or human. talent? How can the process of total 
convergence be completed without the universal gathering of forces for 
research with common sharing of the wealth of its findings? Beyond 
all the considerations of the adVAnce of economy, politics, industry, 
and sd.8nce itself, Ii.. the imperative study of what controls all the 
others. the science of human energetics. This done, many of the other 
frontiers of knowledge will be opened up or bypassed, another day being 
more suitable tor their exploration. 
Returning to the theme that a deeper act of faith in man will 
result in a more profound belief in a supreme being, we can see that 
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even thougb we recognize by an almost super-rational intuition the 
convergent trends in our existence, we dimly eee the necessity of 
positing the existence of the omnipotent in the future which is capable 
of drawing all the vast details into the grand design of total conscious-
ness. It looks to the ecataay tranecendl118 any imaginable consummation 
in the universe. Por this reason, that science leads man to an awarene.s 
of the unfolding of the ultimate in the very realization of his own 
potential, it se.s clear that the only universe capable of containing 
the human person 18 an irreversibly personalizq universe. 
It is clear, then, that the pOSition of the ultimate in a 
philosophy is the pivotal characteristic which determines the compati-
bility of a system of thought with the demands of an evolutionary 
postulate. It would be well, therefore. to examine the four chief 
school. of philosophy of education to determine to what extent, if 
any, they are reconcilable with Cbardin - realism, idealism, communism, 
and pragmati81ll. 
VI COMPARISON OF CHARD IN WITH REALISH~ IDEALISM, 
COMMUNISM t AND PRAGMATISM 
Chardin would agree with the neo-realists that the universe 
is composed of. substantial entities existing independently and ante-
cedently to the action of the mind. Man is a non-determined being who 
through the power of cognition has a very flexible and supple directive 
of his life. It is his awareness of the moral law or the natural law 
which is required for the completion of hi. human nature. The 
neo-rea1ist avoids the extreme of the idealist, on the one hand, who 
views knowledge a8 a constructive rather than a comprehensive process, 
and the materialist, for whom all being 1s quantitative and material. 
Consistent with the philosophy of Chardin i8 the neo-realists' 
position of the d1..at1nction of humanity from any subhuman community, 
particularly manifested in ita capacity for self-direction and choice 
among divergent alternatives. It b the function of the school to 
cultivate pure and universal knowledge opening to man the widest 
possible range of view. In this cultivation it is understood to 
include both the preservation and the diRcovery of truth as well as 
its transmission. Truth is to be valued not only as good in itself 
but also as directly relevant to human action. The scholar must have 
the freedom of detachment so that he is not so immersed in practical 
affairs that his attention is completely absorbed in them. With his 
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attention liberated for the integration of pure theory, man is free 
in the academic background of the school to con80lidate theories in 
an attempt to gain a comprehensive view of the universe. The neo-
realist'. pbilosopby of education is congru.ent with Chard in 'B in the 
very important area of stressing tbe importance of dynamic growth as a 
characteristic of a viable SOCiety capable of self evaluation and the 
charting of new goals and means. Disdainful of the existential success 
ot the concrete. the neo-realist is wary of tbe rut of un1.formity and 
coaplacency. 
The school, theretore, lsatlytbing but the protector of tbe 
st.!t~ g"uo. Its function is largely to disturb the status quo 
since it must constantly speculate on new bori.ons. probe new areas 
of possible research. Chardin's insistence on the teacher's obligation 
to do lIlore than tranamit the truth, rather to create apa •• ton for the 
truth aftar he has acquired it hemsalf, 18 echoed in the neo-realism 
school's warntna that if truth is merely transmitted, culture will 
die. Tbi8 terminology 18 not 80 strong a. Chard in '8 assertion that 
education isa biolo.ieal function concomitant with the growth of 
man. The idea 1s very similar. however. and the implications are the 
same. The nee-realist would accept Chardin's idea wh1le differing with 
htm in its "pression. 
In his amc:iety about the r1.e of vocationalism in the curriculum 
of .eboob. the neo-realist expre.s.a his concern that the object of 
education can approximate the pragmatist', emphaais on what is useful 
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to man here and now, while deemphasizing the investigation of what man 
himself is and what is essential to him. He sbaresChardin'a proposal 
that the coreot learning should center around the understanding of 
man, and in comprehending him will be achieved alse the comprehension of the 
universe. The neo-realist cries for the simplification of the curriculum 
£1'0111 what i. practical and immediate to what is theoretical and ultimate. 
Every 1n4ividual should bave the basic core of bowled,e to enable h1m 
to live as & member of the world community as well as its sub-units. 
Included in this eore a8 a pro.rea.ive1y integrated progrUl 
should be first of all a study of lausuage t the student is own and then 
a foreign U1l8U8Se to equip him witli basie aean. of communication with 
his fellow .. n. Ue should be trained in the pbysical sciences. physics, 
cbemistry, and biology f to be able to interpret the universe in which he 
finds htmself. He should learn the history of 10an to realize bis position 
in it. LastlYt be should become familiar with classical literature and 
philosophy to intqratethe knowledge be has learned with bis OWll 
eonvi~tions about its meaning a8 a wbole to his existence. Specialized 
education for hi. particular needs and abilities sbould be added to an 
individual '. prograa, but every man needs this core to be well educated and 
function .a an intelligent m~ber of society_ 
the implications of science for a complete cosmology should be 
investigated, and the dallier of accepting the aciencea as the terminal 
points of learning should be avoided. The study of history should rightly 
lead to the history of mankind, and 80eial sciences should aim at 
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clarification of basic human needs and rights. The principal question 
to be solved by the social sciences is what is it that unites man in 
quest for organization. lbe neo-realist rej ec.ts the assertion of Ute 
idealist that tbere must be some group mind or substance existing distinct 
from the individual members. What conatitutes the human society is 
"autonomous individual. sharing invisible common purposes and the active 
attitude. and habits required torulize them in cooperation .... 1 The 
unity i&t tberefor., a moral one in wbich people are united by reason of 
tbe fact that they share the same purposes and the convictions that 
Sive birth to them. 
The neo-realist loes further than the mater1a.l1st since the latter 
would not admit that any human unity exists in the form of a moral 
person since he denies the power of thought .e a _vina force, .nd even 
cloubt. its existence. Th. neo-realist f.lls far short. however J of 
Cbardin f s coac."t that the unity of IWl is a living process of tot.l 
ce:r:ebraU.zat1on in which the strands of countless consciousnesse. are 
bei.nc WOVG together under the attraction of a pre-ex.isting and super-
peracmal poiDt. It1 thi. latter idea. the thought of Chardin and the 
idealists converl"" hi. by reaS01\ of rational neeessity. theirs by reason 
of •• sumption. At flrst 8ight it may se. that the neo-realists would 
not ;0 fat' enOUlh ln their cons:f.deration of the Datura of man by assigning 
the chief unifying force to the power of cognition. They di8tinguish, 
however. that the function of rea.on ts paramount in that it coordinates 
alao the noIl-ratioul raotivatina elements iD un's behavior. 
IJonn Wild, .1J1lrodu!!t1o,!!2. a¥liet,ic !,h.i1ca!.'?P..!!:!. (New York: 
Harper and :Brotbar8 J 1948) f p. ISO. 
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There is not the note of optimism in the position of the neo-
realists that one finds in Cbardin. They realize the need for this union 
aM see that it will be disastrous if the moral union of mankind does not 
come about. but there is no statement of positive confidence t .hat we are 
inevitably on the way not merely to moral union but aetual hominization 
&.8 described by Ch4rdin. For bim the path is spiraling upwards in 
intensive nee •• sity. For the nee-realists. the path 1s obseureand faintly 
posited .s a track which UlUst somehow be there. 
For Cha1'din the riaht to education auat be bound up in the fact 
that it is a biolo,ieal functiou grOWing apace with man. It can no 
1101'S be slighted than the very thread of life. His insistence on every 
1!l81l'S disClovery of his own :import to his sod.ety was such tbat it was 
elN1' bis right to education was BOlD.thing which eould not be denied him 
without doing violence to society it.elf. POl' the neo-r .. list~ the argument 
i. hued on • more 1ndividualutic view. Man' s right follows from the 
fact that his Juidance of all hi. inherited tendenCies depends upon proper 
direction frOll a vell informed mind. The need. 0 ·( .ociety are alluded to 
fJ:l the analogy tbat man as an individual can no more dispense with education 
for his own direction, than society a. a whole eould eliminate it from 
the welfare of the .tate. The neo-realist and Cbard:f.n would agree on 
matl'. riaht" but he for: mueb de.,er .... ea.on •• 
To the credit of the neo-rea.lut. bis in.i.tenee on thesupremaey 
of the huaan perso11 ovel' the •• lfare of the atate is an important principle 
of hia philosophy. BeTe he sbarea Cbardin' a concern that lofty goals might 
go aetray if they are so lI .. lously _bltloned that mankind pays the price 
for them at the expense of h10 own person. The neo-~r.titf.ll tst re~og'f\1.p.eB 
that b"~ieally there is no (')ppoaition betw$(lUl the COtlUlum eood of the whole 
society and the good of the ind!v~_dWll. Where one must be dtstQrtec to 
serve tlle advancement of the otl\~r, we would ~"o "leU to rec.ognbe the 
f188hln.~ of the pilot l:t$ht indicating danger. S<mteth1n,g must have gone 
awry. Any exaltaU.on of the common good at the axp~nl!le ot the 1mB.vidual 
is a coott"adf.ction in terml'J~ according to the neo-roal1st. f()r. tlot.hing 
eould serve the cOIIIIDOn 8000 while deny:f:ng EnCistence to any of its parts. 
The relationsbi.pof the parts to the whole, (')n tho other hand, 
is lJuch that buHvidual$ can _braee fallle ideas and harmful patterns 
of contiuct which aTe in1~ical to the whole. The place. (')f lluthor1t~ 
insoctety and in edueatlonJ therefore, is • critical 1.a$ue. It IllUlilt 
be flexible enough to allow the individual to realize hie capacities 
Rnd Iud a €",ompleto life. It tntlBt be 1:'Mlistic tmough to protect 
soctety against the infr.ingement of the ind1v:htu,aL rna rteo-reaH.8t sees 
ftO .faelle solution to this ambivalence wh1(~h tendo to stretch itself 
into extr ... perversioos 0·£ its tUMtion. rigid authoritarianism or 
la1'8Ga-t~!re cUscip11ne. 
In theorizing on the true nature of autllority and obedience, the 
neo-rea1:tst as&1n comes close to the Cbardin concept. The neo-realfst 
propose .. the trinary structure. in which the three tems are the clearly 
.stablished authority, the learuarm or subjects. and the truth to be 
tranemitted. nte authority must bring the subjects to a recognition of the 
truth witht)ut talJL'l1\8 anything of their freedom in the proc;ess. The ll10re 
1lUltur", tbe individual. tb~ treater his treedOll'!. Thus the child approaching 
the use of reason baa no freedom t and consequently the teaching at this 
lElVel i6 compliltely authoritarian. The initial I!lurreooer of the teAeher 
to the student must beg:tn at this stage ., however t if the child :19 to grow. 
The surreuder beeotlE:1I complete in higher education ,~hr.m the seboolha8 
tlucceedcd in ronder1on tbe student independent of tbe teacher. Unless 
this independence t '8tmlttl, the education hc"\s failed. It has produced a 
rofl.ctct1Ott of itstllf but not a pEIrson. 
}lArs Wti 6£18 • close eOfagruence with the thought of Chard in . for 
hie; aim of education would be to produce students 1.n every age "rho would 
be superior to their syatem of education , who upon graduation could carry 
t he level of human accompli.~ent up one level of the spiraling process 
of evolution.. If they do not reach the human level wbere 8uch indeptltndence 
is po.aelble . then the process of persnnal1.zation hall been arrened in 
them. elves and they can do nothing to advance the direction of universal 
peraona11Jatlon. In otber wordl!l , Chardic and the neo-real1..u would 8ay 
that enucation had f.Ued :tot' the eame rea.OM. 
Tb .• neo-rMl:18t find.s little help forthcoming from theology. 
The 1IlU1tiplic1ty of reli,:toue .ects bae 80 confused society that no 
.,re.act can 'be found which would .erve as a guideline accepted by all. 
Rightfully do •• he clObt that re1:l.gton is either • synthe.is embracing 
all learning or it 1. nothing. To teaeh reU . .,1011 1n a uni.veraity a9 
another cour.. listed with equal iftportance in the catalogue with otber 
courees 18 to deny its function. HeTe i. the sad failure of the 
neo-realiate t eOtapletely logical pot1tlon. He is forced to remove, Chardin 
would .ay J the very keystone ft'QUl the arch of huun understanding. With-
out it tbe atructU1:'e of education will remain unfulfilled. 
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The neo-realist recognizes this lbnitation of education created by 
the theological dispersion of our culture and urges at least 8 partial 
solution to provide for the individual while mankind waits for a better 
day of clearer universal theological agreement. Best of all, the nec-
realist suggests. bring the students into the problem and enlist their aid 
toward. ita solution. Perhaps by showing the relevance of theology to the 
whole range of intellectual growth perceptive teachers will inspire minds 
to commit themselves to the solution of this problem, and thus advance 
the eause of hominization. 
Meanwhile. the neo-realist relies upon tbe study of philosophy 
to provide man with desperately needed .ynth .... of Im.owledge to serve 
a8 guidelines for the interpretation of truth as h. discovers it in minor 
fields. This i8 as far as he can go in the cultivation of organized 
reflection. For Chardin tbe nec-reali.t does not go nearly far enough 
to make himself a partner, but he does travel far enough along the road 
to become a good ally. 
The .ebool of idealism a180 baa many poinu of congruence with 
Cbardin a •• ell a. some point. of hasie disagreement. The idealists 
vary a great deal in their common allegiance. ranging from the 8ubjective 
idealism of Berkeley to the more contemporary idealists who have a lot 
in CO!IIIIlon with the nec-realists. The objective idealist also finds it 
cOBsistent with his philosophy to express a belief in an ultimate deity 
capable of dynamic action. What makes such a 1I8n who believes in objective 
reality and a deity to be someone distinctly 8 member of a school of 
philosopby opposed to Chardin is something wbich cannot be answered in 8 
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few words. 
For instance. the idealist believes in man's indefinite capacity 
for progress. He feels tbat there ie no predictable limit to the human 
resources for the discoverabillty of truth. He rellpects man's ability to 
arrive at pure essences to appreciate values which are finite manifestations 
of the absolute. In short. the idealist makes a great profession of 
faith in man. But this uexactly what Cbardln appeals for; an act of 
faith in man to recoanlse his unique s!&nlficanee as the spearhead of 
life. The idealist answers to a marked deII'M the plea. of Cbardin that 
raankind begin to understand the great act of faith. a8 1.t were, the.t God 
IUlites in man. 
Xn hie insisting on freedOlll trOll all authoritarianism. the idealist 
is according to his OW'Q lights trying to s4f.guard the opportunity of 
1I4n to aspire to the heighte without any restraining arbitrary influence 
Which would inhibit hi. growth. Be realisea the conflict impliCit in 
this position and the price that must be paid for such non-directed living. 
The chanee for error to flourish as well as truth. the opening up of 
pitfal18 8. well 8. road8 t the w.ste inherent in letting man wander on roads 
without signa, - these are factors in the price which the idealist is 
willing to pay a8 the neeessary cond.ition of free inquiry. This climate. 
he feels, :ts the only one :tn which it is pos8ible for man to sat1sfy hb 
unquenchable thriat for investigation and discovery of truth. No matter 
what contradictions of values and established truths this investigation 
might lead. him to, at all costs man tRust preserve thi8 right: against 
any authoritarian power. 
In this pursuit the idealist does not urge that man proceed 
reckl.~lElly without concern for the contribution of his predecessors 
and 11i. env1romnent) espec1allythe scholastic 4nvironment. nather be 
urges that un recognize a.nd develop hig dependence upon the eontinu,d 
interpla, of his eomplex total environment, both givl\'\.g to 1.t tbe benefit of 
his researcb acd drawitll from ita experienee to Ulurline his o~m eldstencQ!. 
Cha1'd1u wou14 find himself in ba8ie .gremet with these ideas. if 
not Illtaetly with their vlJt'balbation. No one ",-.s more cOllvince.d tItan be 
of the neetaaa1ty of free iuqu1ry, but Chaydin (law the possibility of sueh 
freedom ""a" within the operation of 4t( autnol'ital'iAtl stncture. In 
fact", he WAS couvioeed that thiifwaa ODe of the gr •• t obligations of 
man. to refine the .tructure and to win from it an ever 1ne~ea8ing 
l'Upect for un in pUl'fiuit of trutb, and for the truth. he diseove:red, no 
mattitl' how dl/11coMerting ita Al'lJarent 1.neotrpat.1bl1ity with 'Preexist:tng 
certitude.. He persoMlly paid a ,reat price for sucb an effort. but 
be realized that the alternative, the rejection of the atruetur4l, would be 
a or1.p1)11118 of the very C4w;e of ~lut1oQ,. Dtffieultaa his position walll, 
to obtain frel!ll4<ma for inquiry and public.ation. he cle41'1, recognized 
that any other procedure waa a contradiction. 
He could be sympathetic to the pU.Sht of the 1d~.li$t'. however J 
and aec • .,t rudily that M matt would ",. 11k.1y to _braee an 4uthtu:t-
tUU1'.l power whicn would r •• tr.1n hb fre·. f.ntelleetual endeawr UnlitS8 
he lov~ that power f0r &th,u reaS0t1811M therefore wall toleran.t enough. 
to aecept 1t with its human limitations. In his life as well as bt bis 
wt"itings, Cba'tdtu struggled to p1'wethat tb. ullity of thou~ht wb:teh man 
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needs for hominization will come about only through love of men in a 
cOImIlunity effort to arrive at the complete awarenus of truth. Outside 
restrict:!.ve foree will only distort 41l.d stunt the energies of men engaged 
:in the exploration of the universe. He would differ with the ideaU.st, 
however, in the latter'. implicit assumption that man could so easily 
justify the polarities of thought without greater urgency that he seek 
a greater area of communication, a greater recognition of the unity of the 
human f_ily and therefore II greater Ul\se of uneasinesa that the split 
in the intellectual life should endure. The idealist seem. to be not 
purposeful enoulh to be reeond.led with Cbardin. His resignation to the 
plurality of thought. is tolerated too eaa:Uy without reference to its 
apl1nterinl .ffect upon the fibre of human l1v1111. and its inhibiting 
effect upon the whole process of global unification. Chardin's outlook 
was raore d)TlUlmic, JIloye optim1ttUc that the •• baaic divisions were 
symptomatic of lIUln·. _bryonia aiate.nee rather than his atate of maturity. 
According to the idealist~ the university cannot stand for any 
.pecific body of truth. It dMSt be a eommunity of .cholara in search of 
the truth, but once a mail baa found what be thin ... to be the trutb. be 
cannot de .UU otber than presentation and persuasion to get: others to 
adopt that truth. Grated that he a8 a man of honest, and humility 
discovered through hi. finite (and tnel'afol'e subject to error) abil1ty) 
this scholar must accept the correlative 'Position that other men, also 
boa.st and humble. can conduct experiments to question hi. hypotheses or 
propositions. It is the prmary duty of the university to foster and 
prot.ctthi. anviroumentof the experimental and inquiring spirit 
truth, Th:f.ti ~oei~l t{l.l ~Y'ance applies to related inl9Ututioll8 respecting 
each cth .. .r' 8 freedotn as it does to the instUution respect1ng the individual. 
There is no room in the philosophy of idealism to accept any possible 
infallible source of kuowledge. The roots of all 1.arning are hum6n~ 
and tbere 18 no communication from C.cd of anyth!"..g certain in this 
world.. Rere, of course~ Ch4rdin would meet ft fundamental point 0.£ 
difference which ~ould be hard~ even imp~88iblet to reconcile. Nor 
would the idealist readily accept Chllrdin's theory that the progress of 
un in the ris:t»g scale toward eerebrali2ation will be the result of 
an attracting Omega.. Eitber that Om ... couldnccomplish this w:tth an 
indifferenee to truth~ in which caec it would not be Omegs,. or it will 
be recognised by the idealist AS worthy of his eooperati01'l. 
Pushed to ita lildts ~ there are profound al'e&Q of incompatibility 
between Cbal'din and idealift. It is all the 11:101'. regretable since there 
with Chardin in tbe maximum respect fQr tb. individual per$o'O and tbe 
safeguarding of hie disnity and liberty at all coats. The place of the 
school in soeiety is seon. largely as Ii means of protecting the individual 
in the most thorooah way - by providing the envtroment in which be is 
most likely to realize his potential. no utter hot.; minimal" and to 
promote his personal w.l.fare. 
It (the school) w111 • • • seek. to $ducate him for a life 
of cr •• tive re.ponsibility. a life in Which be will not 
only make the maximum use of h1~ creative potentialitie. 
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hut in which he will alao be elllJer. to USB hb variou8 
eap.!c:iti~s ill a Ii!OCi41ly responsible manner. 1 
His personal freedom coupled with his sense of social responsibility 
prepare the person for t.he execution of his role a8 a contributing factor 
in the scheme of unification. For if man sees clearly his own capability 
and hu relationship to hie function in society, he is thereby geared 
for the fulfillment of that arc of history which it is his lot to cODlplete. 
ben though the idealist is lacking the va.st perspective of Chardin. his 
am fit·. into the sruder scheme of which he does not suspect the dimensions. 
the idealist a180 conceive. of man as coustantly growing. and 
while he does not say that msnkind is also in a state of collective 
growth. he does reeogniae that it i8 natural for man to be constantly 
inquiriug and gropinl for greater un4er.talldins~ for new areas to 
explore 9 for tbe satisfaction of s reatl.aaness never quiet.d. Chard 111 
will take this s._ observation and see greater significance in it, but 
at least in the fundamental evidence they aarM. 
they a8r •• alao in the attitude the school 81wuld take in the 
awaraneaa of tbb characteristic of un. Whereae Chard in grew eloquent 
in hi8 deecription of the pae8101.1 for truth and ita ClOl1mnmication whic.h 
every teacher should develop, the ide.list in lees persuasive tones 
asserte the same ccmvict1on. He reeoaaend8 that, the 8chool try to 
inculcate in the student a habit of thinking and a way of reflecting that 
will _bance bi. natural ••• t fo .... life. hi. curioeity fot' diecovery of 
truths anel valu •• that will be meaninaful to him aneil lead him on to 
IThe.odot'o 1'f. Green, ! tibe,ra,l Chri$tian lli..!!!!Lt Ph!lJmophy of 
Educat.ion" Chapter IV. Moden Philosophies and !ducatiou t p. 130. 
purposeful living for the pursuit of noble soals. 
It ia in their defense of democracy that perhaps the idealist 
and Chardtn seet on the most sure tooting with complete understanding. 
Cbardin goes further thaa they in warning that any other system is 
doomed aince history i. now proving that the organie nature 0.£ 'IU.Ilkind as 
a whole 18 aoaethiDa whieh defies unipulation and has a breaking point 
after which it atrlkee back at aay reaime which do.. not respect this 
freed_ aa4 nec.ssity to grow. It i8 a deep yearning in the heart of 
man to be part of something outaide himaelf. of larae dtmenalons, to 
which h. teela he 1s contributiDa in its development. That this deaire can 
be fulfilled best 1n a d.ocracy follows frOil the fact that individual 
aetion ia beat achieved within the currents of convergence aa the total 
proc... of anthropogenesis aakea ita way. This unan1lDity ia the 
perfHtionof d_oc .. aey, and without it one baa only ita approxiJllation. 
Both the idea1iat and Chardin a3l'e. that the.atab1iabment of democracy 
depends upon the ireado. and sup plene.. of the school which trains 
the persoa in critical ad rup011a1b1e tbinldna. Aaain chia approach 
to tTUth cannot be done in an indifferent way. but the honest critici_ 
must b •• ade of th. total aoeial order With a deep conc.rn for aocial 
justice. n. iel.Uat la vision here would utend to the foreseeable 
futu.... Chal'dtn would look to tbe ultimate perfectibility of the earth 
and the consequeo.cea of huaum .ppraia.l in the twentieth century having 
ita ulttaate c.onsequences .11li8I'ds of yea .. a hence. 
The idealist'a stand on the relationsbip of the school and 
rel1&iol1 1e a weak cOIIIprom1ee. Since he cannot admit any theology 
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to have any absolute value, and certainly not any complete or infallible 
possession of the truth, the idea1:f.st is in a difficult position. He 
senS88 the need for a "syt\optic· f gathering of the truth which goea 
beyond. the provinee of philosophy, and yet be can do no more than suggest 
that the basic tenets of all religions be expo.ed to tbe student for 
his eclectic approAeh. The school ust encourage the student to make a 
search for th.Ultbaate, but since there 18 no sure Nnifotation of 
the divine or the means to Attain the ultiaate goal. the student must 
himself choose whatever II._S best to him in an almost arbitrary decision 
and attach his loyalty to it. In its imposed p08ition of neutrality. 
the school is placed in A 8.lf defeating situation in which it is expected 
to inspire its students to forge many paths while it insists that none 
will lead to certain pO ••• 8sioll of truth. The idealist is unable to 
recQneil. his praiseworthy def4!'ft8e of freedom in tbe a .. reh for truth 
and his sense of obligation at surrendering to eomethins absolute a. an 
ultiaata value. 
Tbi. position falls far abort of Chardin's contention that only 
in the light of revealed Christianity do any truths coal.ace and appear 
in their comprehensive significance. the plurality born of exaggerated 
U.bera11sm may be r .... suTing in anon-eoaaittal sort of way, but how 
flat and uninspiring it is c:omp.ered to the vistoll of Chardin who sees the 
eeataey of discovery and sing* of it: 
The lUll with .. passionate .-.. of the divine milieu eannot 
bear to find thing. about him obaeure, tepid and empty whieh 
should be full and vibrant with God. He .18 paralysed with 
the thought of the numberless spirits wieh are linked to bis 
itl the uaity of the same world. but are not yet fully kindled 
by the flame of the diviae presenee. He had thought for a 
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time that he had only to stretch out his own hand in order 
to touch God to the measure of his desires. He now sees 
that tbe only human embrace capable of worthily enfolding 
the divine is that of all men opening their arms to call 
down and welcome the 'ire. The only subject capable of 
mystical transfiguration is the whole group of mankind 
forming a single body and a Bingle BOul in charity.l 
This rapture obviously will never be found by minds hesitant to discover 
truth who.e certitude is wortb dying for. It is a road down whicb will 
never walk. the travelel' wilo clos.s his eyes to the possibility that 
the way is stn;le and sure.nd leading to a positive end. While the 
idealist is content to walk circular paths in a pleasant park, Chardln 
commits hia •• lf to eutting a swath through the jungle of doubt in the 
cle.r upectation of arriving at the summit of certitude. 
For all their likenesses. tbel'efore, it is evident that the 
idealiats and Chardin are quite a distance apart. Their area of &8re.-
ment .eems to cODsist in this that Chard in accepts most of the idealists' 
principles which respect the great dignity of the parson and protect 
Ms freedom. He leaves them. however. at tha crossroads vhere they 
are atY1lliediu hesitation. and aweepa to heights beyond tbeir imagination 
for h18 pursuit of the vaat reaches of truth. 
The great weakness in liberaUam, affording so much freedom that 
it fails to cOlJDdt it.elf to anything substantial. finds it.s other 
extreme in the philosopby of education proposed by the Marxists. Their 
basic philosophy is founded in the principle of conflict. The Hegelian 
dialectic borToved by Karl lian asserts tblltthere is a determinism ruling 
Ipierre Tellbard de Chard1n, The !!!vine 'tUB.au, (New Yorkl 
Harper and Row, 1960). p. 144. 
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our lives which expresses itself in a thesis, or accepted truth, followed 
by an antithesis, or contradiction~ ~,.,.hich results in turn in a synthesis, 
or emerged adaptation of the original thesis. This becODles then the 
thesis of the new (lycle, and the relativity of the position of truth 
goes on through the sequence of time and events. 
Applying tM.s principle to the communist system, the soviet 
educators would point out the historical development which led to the 
solution (If modern injusti.ce through education. The most significant 
is. of coursp., the economic and political transition which occurred 
through the rise of feudalism with its subjection of the serf to the 
lord. This sI')cia1 subJugation found its revolt in the rise of the 
machine. the flight from the manor, the industrial revolution and the 
growth of capitalism. This economic and po1itiea1 structure is now, 
according to the Marxists, going through its antithetical stage by 
blending with socialism, and will find its complete synthesis in 
communism. Towards the hastening of this development. everything 
in education must be directed. Whatever pr¢motes the advancement of 
communism in its revoJ.t against capitalism aud socialism is what frees 
man and, therefore, is worthy of support. 
For the Marxist. the philosophy of education proper to any age 
depends upon the conditions in which it finds itself. Being subject 
to the determinism of its material construct, each society must accept 
its evident needs and goals, and work within the framework of its 
situation. This condition is bound by its materialist dimensions to 
create the better life in the only sure area of being, on this earth in 
this era. Whatever evolutionary development there has been, has been 
derived from the struggle implicit in the dialectic of opposition to the 
present and its resolution by conflict. There is no positive side to 
the Marxist's thinking about evolution which would compare with Chardin's 
optimistic interpretation. For the Marxist, whatever has evolved has 
done so by the blind force of deterministic progression. There can be 
no pattern of consistency which would reflect an intelligent directive 
agent, let alone an attracting field of some kind which would unite in 
amorization. The Marxist and Chardin are opposed from the very outset, and 
the opposition becomes more pronounced with every stage of unfolding 
of Marxist doctrine. 
In the spring of 1929 drastic steps were taken. The 
Constitution was altered to exclude the freedom of religious 
propaganda (May 1929). A new and comprehensive law forbade any 
kind of religious activity except worship (April 6). The 
Commissariat of Education replaced the policy of non-religious 
worship in schools by orders for definitely anti-religious 
instruction. Anti-religious museums were set up~ and all the 
forces of broadcast, cinema, and stage were enlisted in its 
cause. 1 
In the 8ubordinat.ion of the person to the prosecut:l.on of the 
aim of communism, the universal. establishment of communism, Chardin 
would protest tbe very basic distortion of the nature of man. Here 
he would be joined by the idealists and the classical realists in a 
solid front against this aberration. Instead of respecting the intelli-
gence of man to find his own goal, the Marxist would impose this system 
upon all of education in a ruthless authoritarian manner. 
lBernard Pares, .A History of Russia, (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf. 1964), p. 530. 
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The tolerance so ardently appealed for by the other systems 
is absolutely a foreign concept in a philosophy which aims all its 
efforts at instruction for the proximate goals of material domination 
and political control. To train leaders is a laudable aim if the 
leaders are given their freedom to lead where they are convinced the 
path of truth lies. To train leaders, however, only for the dissemi-
nation of communist philosophy is not to respect the potential of the 
individual. Certainly it does not take into account the possibility 
that a process of evolution might still be in progress. It even denies 
the opportunity of an antithetical response to itself, with whatever 
limited and determined progress that would bring about. Chardin's 
concept of the evolvina person, deepening its own awareness and growing 
through its inter-penetration with other freely developing human beings, 
suffers violence when compared with the Marxist assumption that the 
individual serves the state, that its fulfillment is measured by a 
term outside of itself - to what degree it advanced the cause of 
communism. The perfection of the individual comes not by his healthy 
and deep association with other men but by his opposition to them. 
Man oppresses man in the warfare of the social classes. Justice and 
truth will prevail when he overcomes these. There will never be for 
the Marxist any hope of significant evolutionary change based on 
the inherent goodness in nature and in man. Only open conflict in the 
struggle for social change will give hope for the reduction of the 
inbalance caused by irreconcilable interests of competitive social classes. 
It will be noted that for the Marxist it was evident that there 
will always be change. The great difference between hun and Chardin, 
however t is that the Harxist sat-l no pattern and no purpose in the change. 
It was, like his whole approach to life, a matter of conflict. The 
successful life would be the conquest over destructive foreea, the 
successful science would wrest the secrets from an umdlling universe, 
the successful economics would topple the accumulation of wealth and 
establish the classless SOCiety, and the successful politics would eliminate 
all systems in the exaltation of the on.e communist proletariat of man. All 
of these energies, it will be noted, stem from the reduction of natural 
growth and rational control. Implicit in the appro •. ch is the den.i.a! of 
man'lLI basic goodness and the capacity for self reliant and. directed 
living. Raj ected also 1.s the concept of the inherent order of the universe 
and the perspective of unrestricted growth of man's mastery over it. 
~Arx, of course, had much evidence to support his contentions. 
It 1s difficult to see the basic goodness in man and the universe when 
history has shown that starvation, poverty, and unemployment have been 
caused by overproduction. The victims of such mismanagement can hardly 
understa.no. the economic theory as good which destroys tbeir chance at 
the necess1.ties of life. To a man in hunger and destitution there is 
no meaning to the word metaphysical freedom, for he knows himself to 
be a slave of want and despair. This explo1tation of men by men could 
be abolished, according to Marx, only by the forceful producing of the 
classless society. 
Until the classless soc1ety can be effected, he saYSt man will 
suffer from the isolation he feels in his alienation from the unjust and 
l.UJ 
exploitive society in which he is forced to exist. His work in it brings 
him no happiness since he is ground down as a serf in the production of 
matter which i8 more important than he. He is of no value in himself, 
but has a monetary value in the capitalistic society for the possible 
wealth he can serve to produce. Hie relationships with other men are 
not based on the principles of comradeship but are dependent upon the 
economic rising and falling. rating him as friend or foe. These things 
are what conspire to destroy his personality, and capitali8ll1 i8 the 
worst enemy of the person of man, for it reduees his funetion as a laborer 
to the specialiaed status of a cog in a machine. 
There ia a grain of truth inth.s. charges. enoUSh to give them 
credibility in the minds of the uncritical. Their argument is all the 
more beguili1l8 sinee it attests thst in the classless 80ciety wbat will 
be restored to man ts the c~n heritage ot mankind. cultural as well 
as economic. which i8 lost with the rise and fall of classes as they go 
through their dialectic of ascendancy and decay. The meane by which the 
Marxists hope to bring about this clas81ess society; furthermore,. is 
largelythroulh the extension of education to the u.aes. an end which 
no one could criticize. The best of capitalistic societies still has 
grave inadequacies in its total educational system, and the Marxist who 
avows that he will raiBe the masses through comprehensive education will 
surely gain a hearing. It behooves u& to attend critically. therefore. 
to what he claims i& man's due in educational opportunities. His ambition 
i& no greater than tbe aim of democracy. His greater strength would be 
in his providing as good an education while democracy still speake of 
its promises. 
Accusing democracy with failing in its promise to provide for 
all its adherents is the line of attack taken by the Marxist. To 
the extent that it has educated its young, democracy has continued 
to perpetrat$ its myths of the class society and has failed to construct 
the design of the classless socialist democracy. The schools of 
democracy, furthermore, claim the Marxists, have failed to blend cultural 
and economic backgrounds in the schools to provide a realistic life 
experience for the young. The very obvious limitation, or inadequacy, 
of democracy to achieve complete racial equality for the Negro is a 
glaring wound which the Marxist delights in exposing. 
Another point of attack which the Marxist takes against the 
schools of the West is the insufficient emphasis on vocational train-
iug. As a result of the communist concentratiotl upon adapting to the 
material conditions of the present and upon the limited goal of making 
this existence the ultimate in human achievement, it can easily be 
seen how Marx would spurn the ideas of a Chardin as contributing to 
what he scorned in saying: 
Religious misery is, on the one hand, the expression of 
actual misery, and, on the other, a protest against actual 
misery. Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, 
the heart of a heartless world, the spirit of unspiritual 
conditions. It is the people's opium. l 
Chardin, however, would probably feel very close to understanding how 
a Marxist could feel this way about religion. The whole development 
of Chardin's theory about the destiny of anthropogenesis cries out for 
l.John Lewis, "Communism, the Heir to the Christian Tradition," 
Christianity and the Social Revolution, (New York: Charles Scribners and Sons, 
1936). p. 491. 
more attention to be paid to the plight of man on this earth, more resolution 
to be made to reach for the perfectibility that must be possible in this 
terrestrial existence if the Paroueia is to occur. If the Marxist emphasized 
the scope of vocational training, he did so because he was oppressed with the 
inability of the masses to Burvive for lack of any salable skill. Chard in 
would endorse the effort as an immediate goal, but he, with his much deeper 
vision and profound sense of man's dignity, felt it was his prophetic role 
to appeal for the understanding of the total man, the union of faith and 
science to approach man's goal here, on this earth, in this existence. 
There is probably less opposition here than the communists would 
suspect. Chardin would be sincerely sympathetic with their limited 
dedication to the welfare of the individual. He would lament their short-
sightedness in trying to achieve their end of obtaining one man's welfare 
at another's expense. Such an ultimate development of their pragmatic 
approach Chardin would repudiate, but ever hopeful that ultimately their 
thought would find its way closer to his own. 
. • • the social experiment now in progress abundantly 
demonstrates how impossible it is for a RUrel! immanent 
current of bominisation to live wholly. in a closed Circuit, 
upon itself. With no outlet ahead offering a way of escape 
from total death, no supreme centre of personalization to 
radiate love among the human cells, it is a frozen world that 
in the end must disintegrate entirely in a Universe without 
heart of ultimate purpose. However powerful its impetus in 
the early stages of the course of biological evolution into 
which it has thrust itself, the Marxist anthropogenesis, because 
it rules out the existence of an irreversible Centre at its 
consummation, can neither justify nor sustain its momentum to 
the end.l 
lPierre Tellhard de Chardin, The Future of Man, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1964), p. 264-265. 
Here lies the source of Marxist sterility. There can be no sustaining power 
of love to give vitality to the whole system, to make it grow, to guarantee 
its progression over the span of thousands of millions of years. It is the 
failure to recognize man in his embryonic state as Chardin sees him which 
makes the Marxist position too concerned with the immediate, too limited to 
the solution of presently pressing problems, to look to the long range 
journey which man has to travel to his destiny. 
Denying absolute values and immutable principles, the Marxist could 
not possibly take a longer view, even if he were so inclined to suspect its 
necessity. Restricting his thought to the material conditioning of the present 
Marx was imprisoning the very creature he professed to free. In attempting 
to throw off the economic yoke under which he was subjugated, Marx bought 
physical freedom for his followers at the expense of throwing them down 
into metaphysical serfdom. What was the great gain accomplished by the 
development of school. situated in conjunction with farm and factory to 
combine poly technical skills and theoretical development, if this meant 
a blinding of the student to the ultimate purpose of existence? If at 
the end of all scientific, cultural, and technical advances he could 
glimpse only the enhancing of the glory of the soviet state, how was he 
humanized? Without real freedom of investigation, without a vitality in a 
school system that can choose its writers of textbooks, its expounders of 
thought, its areas of inquiry, and its means of research, how can any 
system of education claim to liberate its adherents in a truly human way? 
Learning also, logically, had to suffer during the new offensive. 
It was now an offence in a teacher not to introduce Communism 
into his teaching. The Academy of Sciences, the highest learned 
institution in the country, with a splendid tradition of two 
..I.UI 
hundre.d years, was made 11 special object of 1l.ttaek and ~Aa8 
ultimately remodeled on Communi9t lines. Many of the .finest 
scholars • • • were imprisoned or exiled. The list of those 
who perished by shooting or in prison or exile was a long 
necrology of Russian scholarship.l 
Chardin would deplore the exclusiveness of the Harxist system 
with itB deliberate cutting off of self from the human family. The 
scientific determinism advanced by Marx he would recognize as having the 
opposite effect of what true science should do. The regimentation in the 
uniform training of all youth alike, the waste of time, money, and personal 
energy in military training universally applied, and the justification 
of all these on the principle of class struggle towards inevitable synthesis 
of communism, would be so opposed to Chardin's philosophy of personalization 
that the two schools would seem totally divorced. The avowed purpose 
of the Marxist school was to build to destroy religion as the: social enemy of 
communism and the obstructionist of social progress. And yet Chardin 
could see hope: for the reconciliation of the two. 
As a Matter of fact, it is in studying what the atheistic credo 
haa to offer that the church will recognize: its own shortcomings and 
envision its Tole in the future. It is possibly the void in communism 
that the faith can fill, and perhaps it is the contribution of communism 
that wi.ll reveal to the church her more comprehensive understanding of 
her role on earth and her obligation to fut"ther the development of ultra-
personalization. 
If we say, according to Chard1n, that the thought of the Marxist 
lsernard Pares, A History of Russia. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1964), p. 531. 
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and our own is absolutely irreconcilable, then we are faced with the 
absurd position that the human soul, whether Marxist or Christian, is 
so badly constructed that it could contradict itself in its most profound 
aspirations, noble in themselves. Each philosophy, rather, seems to be 
suffering from isolation of the other. In the overcoming of the isolation 
is the remedy of the differences. The simplest statement of the opposition 
is that Christianity is too heavily emphatic in its vertical line of 
aspiration and Marxism is too heavily laden in its horizontal. 
If nothing else, communism will make a contribution to the world 
and to Christianity by revealing that in its own inability to move the 
earth forward it also reflects that Christianity in its traditional 
guise seems somewhat unable to lift the world upward. It is ironical 
that perhaps the very weakness of the church in trying to make men 
inhabitants of the city of God stems from the fact that it does not 
sufficiently train them to be citizens of the city of man. And whereas 
the Marxist cannot see beyond his city walls he is myopic and truncated, 
perhaps Christianity looks too far off for the coming of the Paroueia, 
which must begin its arrival not in descent from the clouds of heaven 
but in ascent from the dust of earth's roads. 
• • • Christianity will lose, to the extent that it fails to 
embrace as it should everything that is human ~ earth, the 
keen edge of its vitality and its full power to attract. 
Being for the time incompletely human it will no longer fully 
satisfy 4!ven its own discipl4!s. It will be lessabl4! to win 
over the unconverted or to resist its adversaries. We wonder 
why there is so much unease in the hearts of members of 
Christian orders and of priests, why so few deep conversions 
are effected in China despite the flood of missionaries, why 
the Christian church • • • makes so little appeal to the 
working masses •••• It is because at present our magnificent 
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Christian charity l.1.cka what it needs to m.ake it decisively 
effective, the sensitizing ingredient of Human faith and 
hopes t.iithout 'lhich , in rea!lon and in fact, no religion can 
henceforth appear to Man other than colorless, cold, and 
unassimilable. 1 
Chardin felt that cOimllunism was "eally more of it religion than 
it cared to admit. He said that every communist intellectual he had ever 
met left him with the impression that Marxist atheism was not absolute. 
He felt it rejected a concept of God which would not be acceptable to 
Christians either, for it would be a deus otiosus, waiting in indifferent 
eternity for man to work out his weal and woe, blind and earthbound. On 
the other hand, in its dedication to social reform, however misguided, 
demanding sacrifice and the abandonment of the individual for something 
greater, it implied an element of worship. 
No two schools of thought on education would seem to be further 
apart than Chard in and the pragmatists; yet they have very significant 
areas of similarity. Perhaps the greatest areas are the emphasis which 
aachplaces on the necessity of the creative approach to training the 
individual and the part which evolution plays in whole philosophy of 
learning. 
Their points of difference are so fundamental, however. that they 
all but destroy the points of similarity. The touchstone of truth, 
for instance, for the pragmatist is the usefullness of the conclusion, 
empirically arrived at. What is useful in one era, of course, may be of 
no value in another, and, consequently, there can be no absolute truths 
1 Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. The Future of Man, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1964), p. 265. 
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which withstand the test of time. Since there are no absolutes, there are 
I 
no durable aims of education, which remain the same for succeeding gener-
ations. There certainly can be no ultra-human goal. since even the knowledge 
of its existence would be unattainable. Lacking this direction of a final 
and immutable goal, therefore. the pragmatist takes human nature as he 
finds it and asks what can be done by the school to create the good life. 
We can see already that there is no sharing here of the grand 
scope of Chardin's thought which recognizes the finality of the parousiac 
preparation, the goal not merely beyond the range of the individual's 
existence, but beyond the very range of the total existence of man himself 
on this planet. The pragmatist has already turned in upon himself as a 
compensatory goal. Not finding a way to break out of the constriction 
of the terrestrial prison, he is content to make the prison life as 
appealing as possible. There is nothing dynamic about this aim of 
living. There is nothing grOWing, nothing continuing the advance of 
evolution as the pragmatist has admitted it to have developed. For the 
pragmatist there is no sharing of the concept of hominization, which is 
the cardinal point of Cbardin's philosophy of education. Chardin sees 
inexhaustible heights of possible development of man as he makes his 
contribution to the totalization of consciousness resulting in ultra-
personalization. The future of man according to the pragmatist is based 
only on shifting values adapting themselves to the usefullness of the times, 
but there is no ascending progress of constantly evolving growth. 
For the pragmatist the intelligence is a tool for adaptation. for 
the solution of problems. It arrived late in the course of evolution 
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when the complexity of higher primate life demanded organization. The 
school has the duty, therefore, to help the individual develop this 
intelligence as it will be necessary for him to solve concrete problems 
of organization in his own life. The pragmatist does not rule out the 
possibility of reconstructions in the future as the pattern of life 
may present new problems to solve, and it presents no steadfast restrictions 
for human living to its students. Quite the contrary, it proposes to 
teach only the skill of using the intelligence in present problems. 
Such a philosophy, problem-centered, would necessarily also 
result in problem-centered and student-centered teaching. Arrived 
at this conclusion, the philosophy begins to operate in a zone which 
is quite compatible with ehardin, who started off with divergent principles. 
The process of education in the pragmatist system offers a great deal 
to admire, and ehardin would be the first to reCOgnize and applaud 
the areas in which ,they could work together. no matter how divergent 
the aims. Perhaps in the freedom otthe student-centered class there is 
more chance for the student to grow in his capacity for creative thinking. 
Perhaps in the problem-centered approach there is more opportunity for 
the student to see multiple possibilities of solution, to make decisions. 
and to grow in social cooperation with others through cooperative enter-
prise. If this is the superiority over traditional classroom work, as 
the pragmatists claim it to be, then it bas much to offer all edueators. 
These can combine the methods of the pragmatists while maintaining their 
proper goals. 
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Certainly the pragmatist has emphasized the right direction for 
the exploratory approach in the experimental laboratory. Certainly the 
open mind is the best preparation for the discovery of truth. These 
methods Chardin would crusade for. and indeed would judge them basically 
indispensable to the process of hominization. As processes and means 
of learningt they would command his respect. He would surely endorse the 
specification of the problem as the first stage of the scientific inquiry. 
The pursuance of this by offering of scientific hypotheses is certainly 
the heart of the method. The reflective thinking consequent upon the 
testing of these hypotheses must find its criteria of acceptance, however. 
different in the pragmatist and Chardin. For the latter there would 
have to be an internal consistency with earlier certainly established 
conclusions. For the pragmatist the measure would be the utility of 
the situation here and now, for there are no absolute truths. 
While pragmatism is attractive because of its emphasis upon the 
growth of the student, measurable and observable here and now in the 
concrete situation, it neither measures, nor is it concerned with measur-
ing, the progress of education and man himself over a long term. It is 
essentially a materialistic approach and carri.. with it all the nullifying 
characteristics of materialism. The impossibility of measurement of 
long term growth is derived from the absence of a terminus. If there is 
no ultimate end of education, there can be no significance of proximate 
accOlllplismnent, no means of bringing this accomplishment into perspective. 
All that can be said is that it seems to serve a current need, rightly or 
wrongly. 
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Nor can there be a harmonious interrelation of parts of education, 
since trying to establish the relationship of fields within education 
only serves to compound the problen. The relativity implicit in the 
pragmatist posit:f.on defeats any attempt at a coherent curriculum. As 
a matter of fact, the on.ly time the pragmatist really feels sure of 
his direction is when his efforts in education resul.t 1n the creative. 
Tb.e more absolute this beauty i8, the more soul satis.fying it ia even to 
the pragmatist, repugnant as the word absolute may be to him. 
Curriculum for the pragmatist is a thorny problem, for he can 
advance no broad core program of studies which will stabilize and unify the 
others. At best he can adduce an emerging curriculum, which may 
formulate itself if the needs an.d interests of a society at a given 
time are relatively constant. For instance, in the economic disaster of 
the 1930's, the compelling pragmatic problem at the time uae man's 
adaptation to the need for social justiCle, the most glaring defect in 
society at that time. The need created a strong direction of pragmatist 
thinking, which of its own vigor grew BO directive as to raise the 
fear that pragmatism was losing its characterist1.c of shunning the 
absolute. The need for consistency in its adherents almost made it 
imperative to appeal for a certain allegiance to some basic commitments. 
This led them into the intricate problem of the place of acad~llc 
freedom. and the pragmatists were lacking the metaphysical principles 
to come to any clear and stable solution. 
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Whereas the pragmatist school considers itself: dYllanjic~ it is 
in effect, by surrendering itself to adaptation to the present and to 
the useful, the most static of philosophies. While it aspires to 
offer answers to the questions of the foreseeable future, it cannot see 
far enough in this range and consequently falls short of anything of 
a transcendent character. 
VII CONSEQUENCES OF CHARDIN fS PHILOSOPHY FOR EDUCATION 
To summarize Chardin's thought into an outline of educational 
philosophy, one must immediately ask the question. "To what extent is 
he a Thomist and to what extent is he different?" Some Thomists have 
embraced Chardin with little difficulty, and some, like Raymond Nogar, 
feel that there should be no difficulty for Teilhardi81l1 is "old guard 
Thomism in evolutionary trappings." Apart from the conflict which Chardin 
creates with his failure to account adequately for the problem of original 
sin in his theory, he does seem to be basically Thomistic. 
The area of dispute becomes understandable when one realizes that 
the conflict seems to center in the matter of emphasis. Man's relationship 
with Almighty God 1s ultimately and principally a personal and individual 
thing. In the process of saving his own soul, man certainly functions 
as a social person and has a bearing, perhaps a profound bearing, upon 
the course of the universe. His personal sanctification, for all that, 
is still independent of the fate of his cosmic environment. Whether 
he has been frustrated in his attempt at development of his area of 
responsibility or not, man still has led a very constructive life if 
his relationship with God has remained steadfast. In other words, the 
person 1s not subordinate to the species. The radial energy generated 
by man's deep personal relationships is not primarily a function for the 
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advancement of the species, but an entity of supreme value in itself. 
Of course, the Thomist and Chardin would both agree that this is true. 
The Thomist would lament its lack of emphasis, and Chardin would say the 
fact was clear in his writing. 
Chard in , however, is criticized for not being forceful enough 
in the very area which he felt he was emphasizing, the sacred individu-
ality of every man. In his straining to elaborate the significance 
of every existence for the totality of the cosmic fulfillment, 
perhaps he stressed too much the implementation of every individual as 
a means to an end, and thereby tended towards the depersonalizing 
emphasis in the understanding of man. This criticism seems rather 
unfair in the light of his :t.deas contrasting the subordination of the 
individual in the totalitarian state, which is truly a dehumanizing 
process. and the absorption in the pleroma which becomes more and more 
possible precisely as one fulfills his own personality and becomes 
more and more human. He repeatedly stretlfiled that unless a person 
became more deeply realized in his own humanity as he strove to complete 
his contribution in society, he would serve neither himself nor the 
world in which he lived. It seems that critism of Chardin on this 
score eomes from a too facile accounting of his theory of noogenesis 
without sufficient allowance made for the balance of causality that 
had to be in operation. It is true that man both affects, and is 
affected by, the totalizing process operating around him. The totali-
zation, however, is drawing him up in the vortex of amorization and 
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developing him just as he, by the radial energy of his own relation-
ships, is contributing to the ongoing process of which he :is a part. It 
is difficult to see that this is simply a, subordination of the individual 
in any way that lessens his uniqueness. If Chardin emphasized too much 
the soc1al contribution of the lives of individuals vitally realizing 
their potential, it was beeause this aspect of the truth was largely 
neglected and needed saying. The social, even cosmic, dimensions of 
personal love had to be explained, and to this task Chardin addressed 
himself. 
It is precisely in his concept of the role of man that Chard in 
extend:3 the horizons of human e-.xietence. Wb:J.le ba!9ieally he repeats 
traditional Thomistic philosor.hy of the nature of man as a rational and 
sentient being with an ultimate spiritual goal, man living in a society 
and organized according to a r.easonable ethic fnr the achievement of 
hie Ol'm and society's ends, Chardin explores and expands, to a degree 
not heretofore aehieved~ the manner in whieh the two goals are to be 
simultaneously, and by mutual interaction~ accomplished. 
It cannot be said that he adds any essential concept to the nature 
of man. He more fully understands the implications of that nature and 
succeeds most adtdrably in elucidating the scope a.nd range of mankind' 8 
possible fulfillment of his significance as an individual in the 
realization of the grand cosmic scheme. The height and depth of his 
ins:f.ghts have been sketched throughout these pages. The task n.ow is to 
conceive of a system of education which will prepare man for life on 
a scale of understanding which is elevated by the Chard in philosophy. 
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The aim of education must be exp&naed to keep abreast of t he 
newer and deeper emphasis which Chardin brought to light. The universe 
which man inhabits is not the traditional Rtatic un1vene which perhaps 
always has existed just as man ftnds it and as man may perhaps ultimately 
leave it~ at the close of history. Ita.ther is the world in a fluid state, 
its development the result of thousands of millions of years of material 
evolution. 'rhe abundant scientific evidence to support this theory 
demands at least a respectful hearing, :if not a complete acceptance. 
If it is true, as Cb.ardin propo8es~ that the rema.ining stages 
of evolution are not in the material universe, but in the area of human 
development t hominization, then mankind has before hJ.m ' the thrilling 
~,,< 
and the awesome responsibility of free cooperation in the continuing 
growth of ereation f a cre.tion which will reach its ult1:tnate in the 
pleroma preparatory to the Parousia. This fact enlarges man's outlook 
upon the world in which he finds himself and cloaks him with an aura 
of significance in his own beins. His importance to himself and the 
human race is greatly enhanced when man realiz8s that his own success or 
failure advances or impedes the progress of the universe. It is not 
mere poetry to say that his life has cosmic repercussions. His life 
is like a strand in a delicately wrought web. The single strand looks 
quite negligible, but the whole web is nothing more than a composite 
of theae negligib1es. 
This i8 more than to say that every human's action. have everlasting 
value because the person who posits them has an eternal destiny. Chardin's 
position is that in addition to the spiritual significance of man's deeds 
there is a mundane dependence upon their execution so that the very 
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development of the universe and mankind itself 1s contingent upon 
every man's fulfilling of his divinely planned role in existence. With 
this awareness, man's outlook on life becomes much more than a matter 
of survival through an existence in which he mayor may not contribute 
something toward the betterment of the world. He see8 now an emphasis 
of the terrestrial consequences of his fidelity or his infidelity to 
fulfill the specific aim of his existence. His salvation is not 
considered apart from, and independent of, this completion. but as the 
very core of his salvific effort. The beginning of his 8triving to 
achieve happiness in life, therefore, begins with an understanding of 
himself and his relationship to the age of history with which he is 
concurrent. 
The objective, physical world is not only real for him, but 
man has an intimate relationship to it, not merely "s a dweller for an 
indefinite time, but also as a force in the very shaping of it for the 
future. In his finiteness h. bas most far reaching consequences, for 
the manner of his spending hi. life bas ultimate bearing upon the 
culmination of the universe. This culmination is seen to be not merely 
exhaustion or destruction but perfection, so that the human race grows 
apace with the continually evolving cosmos. The effect of each man's 
life should be, therefore, an accomplishment which contributes its degree 
of perfection to the perfectible universe. 
Man's completeness cannot be conceived as an individual thing, 
therefore, but his completion must be assessed in respect to the fulfillment 
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of his destiny in the life story of mankind and its approach to the pleroma. 
This is his approach to God at the same time, his advance to the Creator through 
the completion of his sharing of the responsibility for the on-going creation 
of the universe. Man's adjustment to society is a great deal more than 
merely findina a niche in it. It is more than cooperating with society 
for a static condition of law and order. It is being a vital member 
of soeiety bringing to it its energy and direetion toward the spiraling 
growth of which it is capable. 
Man' 8 criterion of value will be predicated upon this twofold 
responsibility, his giving of h~self in the realization of his goal 
in society. a part of the space and time which seek perfection through 
his existence, and his personal relationship to the Creator attracting 
him to fulfillment as a person. In the light of these commitments man 
will find his path of life unfolded, but the discovery will be through 
his innate talents, not by revelation. 
His reference to eivilization is not merely to be its agent of 
transmission, handing down, as it were, its books and works of art 
undamaged. More than that, he must keep alive the flame of this culture 
and aid it in its growth so that the heritage to each succeeding generation 
is the greater because it i8 constantly increasing in vitality and value. 
The function of the schools, accordingly, is first of all to have 
a comprehensive view of whole destiny of the human family, to appreciate 
its position in time and in history, to grasp in a single panorama where 
creation bas come from and where it is going. Then the school itself must 
l:l.l 
be a reflection of this view, comprehensive and universal, having about 
it the characteristics of catholicity and vitality. It can never see 
quite far enough, but must always be scanning distant horizons. It can 
never stop changing, searching, adapting, growing, for these are the 
aign8 of vitality which must be verified in a school where vital man must 
learn and grow. While the school must be a storehouse where the treasures 
of the paat are preserved. it cannot think of itself as merely that. If 
it just protecta and preserves, it is true to the paat but false to the 
present and the future. It would fail to recognize the continuous growth 
ever in progress in the noosphere end would feil to keep pace with man who 
is ever in motion towards the pleroma. 
Th1a motion is precisely what the university must cteteet, sensitive 
to the subtlest manifestation of the course of hominization. By reflecting 
to man the discoveries it makes in library and laboratory, the school 
indicates to man himself what are the pos8ible paths for h1a exploration. 
It pOints out the avarenesses that man should have about himself, and in 
making available to man a more c::urrent and cOll'1plete reflection of himself, 
it thrusts him, as it were, into the upward movement of cerebralization. 
In all this proc.ss it respecta man's freedom and individuality. As a 
matter of fact. it discovers and reveals to man the deepest aspects of 
his uniqueness as a person and encourages him to the realization of all 
that is proper to himself. 
To be capable of this hiah ambition, the school Blust be equipped 
with teachers who personally have the see characteristics a.s any worthy 
university_ They must have a comprehensive vision of the universe, its 
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origin and its destiny, a knowledge of man in his roots and his goal, and 
sufficient specialized knowledge to make their contribution in an area 
of significance to the individual and society. In short, they must under-
stand the needs of the student and be qualified to supply the learning 
which is relevant to the needs, the ability, and the interests of the 
school population. 
The responsibility of the univeraity is the multiplication many 
times over of the responsibility of the students who make up the academic 
community and the entire .phere of influence of the school within the 
universe. Man'. fulfillment of himself being impossible without the 
guideline. supplied by the university, the whole destiny of men in this 
age of spatial c01Ilpression is intimately dependent upon the "ell-being 
of the scholastic matrix. This is true 8specially of the leaders who are 
the proper object of higher learnins. 
For these men the proper atmosphere of free inquiry as a necessary 
condition of growth must be jealously guarded. If mankind is to progress 
in the ROO.phere and 18 to attain to heights undreamed of, then the environ-
ment of unhampered investigation must be fostered. From the schools must 
come the directional signals for the course of the future. The scholars 
must be those who chart the way. leading to the ultimate stage of amori-
aation. With a profound knowledge of man based upon a sound philosophy 
and the ever inereasina: revelations of the behavioral sciences, it ia 
the aacred truat of the school. to reveal the cosmos to man and man to 
himaelf. Upon the .uccesslul .ecution of thitll ta.k the very fate of the 
universe depend., for man 18 no longer, if indeed he ever was, capable of 
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living a full life in isolation. As the influence of the school bears 
upon man, so will he wend his way. False starts and false roads will 
have vast consequences. 
One consequence of Chardin's philosophy that will have proximate 
bearing on tile trend of education is his conclusion tbat man will be 
drawn closer to his neighbor psychologically as ~e1l as spatially in the 
process of compression already begun. The real unity of the human family 
will develop, according to Chardin. when man's relationships are center-
to-center, on a deep inter-personal bub. From this deep communication 
w111 spring the release of l."adu1 enel."gy as a result of men accepting each 
other in a pl."o£ound experience of love. 
If this is to be a goal of society, then the schools must begin 
to prepare for it with much greater attention paid to orientating man 
to this new pattern of behavior. While traditional !hemism has always 
admitted that the personality of the individual is conditioned by his 
exposure to society, it has not been emphasized in the paat that this 
is a good thing, not just somethina to be resigned to. The direction 
of Cbardin's thought is not that JII8.11 is inevitably influenced by environ-
ment and this i. to hi. disadvantage. He rather feels that man grows 
only in proportion to hia relati11l in a deep way to his environment. 
espeCially the people who compos. it. As a re.ult, if man fosters deep 
inter-personal relationships and moves through life on tIOre than a tangential 
level, he will become a mol."e profound p.rson to the extent that this 
knowledge is deep and the love engendered is ennobling. 
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Man's place in society, therefore~ is a highly contributing factor 
in his self realization. To derive the most from his life in society, man 
must be taught how to give much of himself to it. 
Education both determines society and is detetmined by it. It 
must take the lead in influencing society to 8SaUlte a democratic posture 
in which it will be possible for man to exercise the freedom imperative 
for the full realization of his potential. If the pattern of educa.tion 
can move ahead strongly enough to convince AlAn that aurvival in an age 
of geographical c01Ipre •• io'Q. 18 dependent upon man'. adaptation to one 
another OIl a deep level. en8end~'lt"inl tolerance, then perhaps society will 
follow with an add.itional cultural influence to reinforce the aim of 
education. Alway. reaaining subordinate to the individual , society can 
have a large hand in ahaping the person exposed to its influence. 
If anythlna, the philosophy of Chardin i. geared to the greatest 
respect and concern for the individual. There i. nothing in the future 
except etaanation unless man i. free to follow the inclination to learn 
more, to relue to each other more d.eply in this knowledge, to understand 
one another as the result of this deeper cOlllllunication, arut consequently 
to form a cohe.ion of rad1&l energy which will bring the human race to 
a new level of existence .. 
lach individual 1& unique. and each unique individual learns more 
of him.elf by hi. contact with other unique individuals who share something 
of their individuality in the discovery of their community. It is in this 
respect for the sacred individuality of every other person that each man 
intuits something of the natural law and constructs a basic morality. 
The respect of each individual for each other is based not only on their 
recognition of each other's right to happiness but on each person's part 
in the whole design of noogenesis. Interference with the fulfillment of 
an individual is 11 social as well as a personal affront. 
The curriculum implicit in Chardin's philosophy would combine 
the best in both the science and the liberal arts tradition. Th.e science 
courses would aervefor an understanding of the universe, analyzing the 
material components of the world, tracing its development. familiarizing 
man with the present condition of his f'&istence and living him perspective 
o! hie position in space and time. 
The study of philosophy and theology would point to the purpose of 
man's existence and sugge8t the dimensions of his :f.mportance a.s Ii means of 
completion of the divine plan for ereation. Understanding the redemption 
and its full realiZation in the Parousia, man finds the scope of his role 
in the restoration of hanncmy in the world and the importance of hi.s 
slender but necessary contribution in bis own age. 
The means of attaining thb advance towards the plarQlll4 are 
partially realized in the 80cia1 sciences and language studies, which eerve 
to unite man in understand.ing of the varying conditions of human existence. 
The language and geographical barriers di880lvine with the learning of 
these sciences, man is ready for the final demolition of the obstruction 
to human unity. Perhaps the most fomidable harrier of all is that which 
separates man from man on a personal basis through sbeer lack of under-
standing re8ulting from a reluctance to accept one another in a trusting 
acceptance of all that is deep and esteemed within one's heart. The 
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behavioral sciences will play a mueh greater role in the future, further-
ing the advances in this area. 
It will be the function of both the behavioral and the social 
sciences to convince man that hi.s best welfare is not assured by guarantee-
ing the protection of his independence. Rather is he more humanized the 
le8s his isolation is assured as a possibility. The true service of 
education and the state is to provide the beet conditions for the inte-
gration of man into the developing group which must ultimately culminate 
in the personalized universe. 
While the social sciences ooserve and plan the best climate for 
the growth of the individual, the behavioral sciences will convince him 
that he has an absolute duty to develop his own personalitY9 that he has 
not the right to remain inactive, to fail to develop h1mself to his 
fullest extent. His failure to do so has its 80cial consequences, for the 
perfection of his contemporaries depends upon his own fidelity to himself. 
By teaching man to know himself and hi.s capabilities, by pointing out to 
him his limitatiolUJ and his aptitudes, by openina to him the vietas of 
possible accomplishment, by br1ngiDg un out of himself and his self-
centered interests into an awaren .. s of the eternal 8ignificance of the 
moment, the behavioral sciences can reveal to man what he must know 
about himself and how he can learn more about who he is by his interaction 
on a significant level with hi8 fellow men. 
The social sciences cannot ignore, or be indifferent to, the 
aspirations of indi.vidual men, for society itself will be aborted if the 
men who comprise it do not tend toward their own perfection. In its own 
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interest, society must be so structured that it tends to foster the most 
favorable environment for the complete perfection of what i8 most proper 
to every individual. Particular guidelines for this accomplisbment cannot 
be specified, of course, but it would be a revolutionary concept for the 
world at large to adopt if it was to realize that the exploitation of any 
individual, a person, not just a nation, is really an attack upon itself 
for it hinders the advance towards pleromilation. 
Whence it follows that an individual has an absolute right not 
to be stunted in hi. growth by extrin.ic force but rather should have the 
opportunity to be exposed to influences which will by attracting energy 
aid h1m in coutant reorganization and utilization of his endowments and 
ambitions. The process of human totalization, therefore, w111 be brought 
about not by external pres.ure, but by something vital and internal, the 
respon8e of sympathetic harmonization. Bringing society first of all to 
a respect for the person, and then to follow through with a prOVision 
not merely for his static well-being or his material security but also 
fOl" hie self realization aceording to the p'rOfound depths of his potential, 
will be a task a. yet uncbarted by the social .ciences. The aecomplish-
ments up till now, ad the aims of tbe .oclal scientists, have Beemad 
exten8ive, but the challenae eon •• quent upon the Chardin concept of the 
personalization of the individual and the total hom1n1zationof the 
unlveree reveal the ambltions of the 80cial 8cience., like the world itself, 
to be pos8ibly in the embryoniC stage. What dreams are pos8ible when one 
contemp1atea the possible end "in a point of collective reflection where 
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Mankind, having achi~ved withiu and around itself, technically aud 
intellectually, the greatest possible coherence. will find itself 
raised to a higher critical point • • • coinciding with what for us are 
the phenomenal 11lllits of the world. ttl 
The taeliness of Chardin's philosophy is dramatbed by the need 
at present to counteract the unaual phenomenon of modern un's loss of 
faith. This 1088 doe. not seem to be due to a lack of sufficient reason-
ing to prove the existence of God. It is rather a failure to prove the 
relevance of God. If ttGod is dead lf because to modern man he se8l'lls to 
be more and more removed from the real arena of life, then God will arise 
again not by metaphysics which will reassure us of his existenee, but 
by a philosophy of being which shows the tmmanence of God in the universe, 
the relevance of every detail of life and every second of time to God's 
intimate planning for the fulfillment of man and the cosmos. 
The pessimin and despair which man suffers .s a resultaf his 
failure to sense a purpose and a direction to his life have their 
remedy in Christianity. But the Christi.anity which wUl save man is 
that which is phrased in his own idiom, which 18 expreeaed in the genre 
of his own cultu~.. In Cherain. twentieth aentury man will find his 
science and his history and his faith net merely reconciled but shown to 
be incapable of full growth without the assistanee of one another. He 
will find not only that it is possible for all his mundane knowledge to 
live harmonioualy with faith. but also that without faith all his other 
knowledge is but a skein of strands of information in search of synthesis. 
IP1erre Teilhard de Chard in , The Future of~, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1964), p. 198. 
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Chardin's answer to perplexed modern man is most successful 
because it is most agressive. It assumes no apologetic stance. It 
attacks with the challenge that summons man to full stature in himself. It 
calls him to tbe redemption of the universe and in so doing it assures 
man that hi. own redemption ia thereby gained. 
Society auspects that it cannot long survive if it follows the 
road of pessimism and nihili.m. Its very state of d •• peration will bring 
it to ita kne.s, not in humble posture seeking a god to adore, but in 
tremblins defeat searcbins for any means to save it from annihilation. The 
point of departure it will find acceptable is the preservation of the universe 
which it i. in danger of abandoning. It. hysterical flight will best be 
stopped by the conviction that the world i. not its stumbling block but 
its valley for cultivation. 
Aware of the perfectibility of the world, man will look upon it 
not as his prison, restrainina him and driving him to destruction, but 
as a creation havina a sacramental s1&n1.ficance, something which in. ita 
very growing returns to the creative hands which broulht it from nothing. 
This is society·s great taak, to render to man this reapectfor 
not only himself aa a growing, perfectible being. capable of un.pecified 
development, but al.o for the world he inhabits a8 being essentially good 
and capable of sublime redemption. The view is far grander than the 
position that man strives to wend his way through an evil universe, with 
his auccesa determined in negative terms. depending on how unspotted he 
has remained from its traffic. Man do.s not save himself in spite of the 
world but through it. Hia growth, without the growth of the world he 
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inhabits, is a contradiction in terms. Society, therefore, must foster 
in its education offered to the young this twofold respect for the person 
and the universe as both being redeemed by God and destined toward perfec-
tion in the plerome. 
What are the cautions we $hould be aware of when estimatip.g the 
value of Chardin's philosophy and its implications for education? It is 
possible to be dazzled by his observations that .... hat is basically wrong 
with the universe is that "Christian" and "human" have suffered a d1voree ~ 
that things will not be back in balance until they once again coincide. 
When man lea.rns that he cannot be fully man until he becomes fully 
Christian, much will be righted in our existence. But in this great 
simplification, as in all the fascinating presentations of Chardin, are there 
not sOIIle deficiencies, some reaeons to give us pause? 
The general answer to this question is that most of Chardin's 
writings were provisional and never meant to be the last word. He saw 
much of what he wrote intuitively, as a deeply creative and spi.ritual 
man. He tested many ot his observations by writing them. 80metimes in 
short essay., to subject them to the scrutiny of men and learn how much 
withstood the fire of criticie. Sinee many of his conclusions, therefore. 
were meant to be partial and tentative. they cannot be judged to be a total 
philosophy that etandsor falls as a unit, a package that must be bought in 
its entirety if it is to be bought at all. He never meant to be definitive, 
and he got into a great deal of trouble with his 8uperiors because of their 
failure to see his work in thb H.ght. He pleaded for an area of exploration, 
a time for trying of hypotheses, and he was certainly eager for others who 
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could share h1a exploration, to refine his views, to test their consistency. 
His purpose vas to start an investigation, to posit some daring speculations, 
and to die vith the hope that others would carry them on. 
As late as 1948 Chardin labeled his work "precarious and pro-
visional." He felt he was Buggesting possible solutions, possible 
constructs. He vas too deep a man to expect that he could travel such 
deep vaters as he did without failing at time. to take the proper sound-
ings. He even vent so far a. to say that perhaps he was not formulating 
a correct philosophy at all but that he was only opening an avenue of 
investigation which others would follow. Be would feel amply rewarded 
if they would find truth at the end. 
One handicap in trying to interpret Chardin is that he frequently 
expre8.e. himSelf in figurative lanluge. Thi8 i8 u8ually beautiful 
and pos8ibly convey. more than a literal attempt, but it opens the way 
to misinterpretation. Swerly accurate terminology, however, was something 
he eschewed, and very likely, the poet and the prophet in him could not 
have found expression in the rigid phraseology of the scholastics. 
One must remember that he was trying to synthesize his knowledge 
of tbe physical sciences with hi8 theology and his personal religious 
experience, No set pattet'll of communication has been formulated for this 
effort. The language which ensued was bound to be a terminology unclear 
to the mind of his readers, and 80me of them have hinted that it was also 
obscure to Chard in himself. Bagel' for his vision to be expre8sed, however, 
Chardin vas content that it might be expressed badly. He took the risk 
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of publication because he had to, because he felt a need, an obligation 
to proclaim what he sensed in his heart of hearts. 
In studying Chard in one must be aware also of the danger of 
taking his arguments and propositions singly and looking for a close 
deductive process. One will find many obscure transitions if he so 
proceeds. He should follow rather Chardin's own advice -
The coherence of the arBUJlent • • • is such that I believe 
only solid, positive rea.ons c.an lead to its rejection; 
and for .y part I can a.e that none i8 adequate. But it 
is nevertheleas true that, above all if they are taken 
a.parately, none of the propositiona I have formulated is 
rigidly deductive or, tberefore, conclusive: each is more 
in the nature of an intuition. that is to say, a kind of 
choice. .50 it i. possible to part company from the sequence 
at any stage: but only if in doing so we accept the alterna-
tive choice. l 
This system of reasoning, while not rigidly logical. is at least directive, 
for it gropes its way towards truth much 8S a traveler finds the right 
road by rejecting all the wrong one8. If he has no map which points sure 
signs down tbe certain road, the best he can do is study the t"oads which 
surely are unacceptable. Recogubing tbese, be can proc.eed witb a great 
degree of probability tbat the road takeu will very likely lead to a 
beuign termination. More than this degree of sureness ChaJ:'din did not 
claim for his theories. 
The J:'easons for not accepting a particular conclusion iu hie system, 
however, should be calculated with an overvi" towards the whole system. 
While it is possible to dismiss many of the minor parts ae lacking in 
IPierre Teilhard de Chardin, The Future £l.. Man, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1964). p. 225. 
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sufficient evidence, it is not so easy to explain away all the partial 
but related evidence presenting itself at once for an accounting. The 
comprehensive picture must be studied and some pervasive reason given for 
its total rejection before one can be satisfied with the dismissal of the 
parts. 
Another consideration to keep in mind when. appraising Chardin is 
that he was reacting to an overemphasis in Christian philosophy which is 
suspicious of earthly accomplishment. The old adages about disdaining the 
glory of the world and attaching oneself to it were exaggerations which he 
sought to restore to balance. In his effort to do so. however, perhaps 
he could be misconstrued to be placing the essential task of Christianity 
in the development of evolution so that one could estimate a life wasted 
if it did not contribute to hutD4n progress and flower by reason of human 
energy. 
Human progress being hard to discern, and the effects of evolution 
being unrecognizable except over vast periods of time. this emphasis of 
Chard in , if pushed too far, could make one lose sight of the fact that 
his life is essentially a life of success or failure depending upon a 
transcendental relationship to God which 1s independent of any historical 
development, either on a large or slight seale. In other words, one's 
salvation does not depend upon one's effect in advancing the welfare of 
the evolving universe. Though it is certainly true that one can not save 
his soul if he valu through this life with indifference to his mission, 
nevertheless it is also true that one' 8 life might be quite circumscribed 
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even while maintaining a close union with God. Obviously, the concern 
here i8 merely a matter of emphasis 
Any reaction against an emphasis too heavily sustained is bound 
to raise the question of the reaction itself being an exaggerated emphasis. 
Perhaps the caution consequent upon the reflection becomes too timid. 
In the spring of 1967 there will be published two books on the 
spiritual life according to the thought of Chardin. Perhaps these publi-
cationa will be an indication that Chardin might have some of the answer 
to a Christian world searehins for an asceticism which contains a blend 
of sound theology and contemporary psychology J especially in the theory 
of person. In the heart of this development will be implicit much of the 
philosophy of education which the Christian schools of the future will 
probably utilize in their guidance of twentieth century man. 
There is reason to hope that the voice ot Chardin will find 
attentive listener8 in the years to come. Perhaps he will in his writings 
do much to shed light on a world of education growing continually more 
confused as it tries to serve the needs of a continually more restive 
youth. It has been said that the stress and tension of the post-Vatican 
era need not uuduly up.et those who feel that the bark of Peter is founder-
ing. We are told that a8 long as we know the ship is unsinkable, there 
is no reason to fear destruetion. Though this awareness doe8 not remove 
the peril of the 8torm, it does remind us that we must look beyond the trough 
of gigantic waves and. with the eye of the hopeful mariner, keep our sights 
on the steady horizon. 
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Perhaps Tei1hard de Chardin's is the prophetic gaze which will give 
us a shared perspective. Certainly it i.broad and profound. It may not 
be a detailed map, but it is a hopeful compass. 
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